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PREFACE 
The advent of the discount house is a merchandising phenomenon 1 
of vast dimensions. The discount house has established itself as a aajor 
fora of retailing. Although it is one of aany forms of less-than-list 
retailing, it has greatly affected the aajor chain and department store 
retailers, as well as the saall independent retailers. And what alters 
the policies and practices of a aajor retailer brings about changes in 
the merchandising policies and practices of the manufacturer and the 
distributor. 
Froa every source coae emphatic and divergent opinions about 
the discount house: froa manufacturers, who have become aore dependent 
upon it for increased sales; froa distributors, who are finding that it 
forces their profits to the barest ainiaua; and froa retailers, who con-
dean it because it grows at the expense of the "legitimate" retailer. 
It is the purpose of this paper to study the influences of 
discount retailing on normal trade channels. The discussion will center 
on the manufacturer, distributor and retailer whose policies determine 
what action each group has taken or is likely to take, and the'resultant 
operational changes. 
In order to arrive at an understanding of the problem it was 
necessary to secure the views of discount house owners and legitimate 
retailers as well as manufacturers, wholesalers and other primary sources. 
Observation of several discount house operations was also included. The 
amount of information culled froa the discount house operators was limited, 
however, because of their reluctaace to divulge operational "secrets". 
One priaary source of considerable iaportance was the author's 
personal experience. Baployaent in a large aidwestern discount house 
for six aonths yielded certain first-hand experience and knowledge which 
have been brought to bear in this study. 
Chief among the secondary sources have been articles, particu-
larly those found in trade publications. 
It is the author's hope that this information has been so pre-
sented as to deaonstrate the iapact of the discount house on the various 
channels of distribution. 
9 
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PART I- THE·SETTIKG 
CHAPTER ! - WHAT IS A DISCOUNT HOUSE? 
A. Definition 
The discount house has several characteristics which serve 
to distinguish it. They are: 
(a) Low cost. 
(b) Fast turnover. 
(c) High unit voluae. 
(d) Low margin sales of pre-sold national brands. 
It is an operation conducted by men who get up earlier than 
their coapetitors and work later. In essence, they sell merchandise 
at lower costs and pass on the resultant economies to their customers. 
By way of illustration, consider Chart I. Stephen Masters, president 
of Masters, Inc., claims that his stores offer every service that a de-
partaent store does. He states, however, that he can break even on a 
gross profit of 11.~ of sales (contrasted with 32.~ for the average 
departaent store), by (1) eaphasizing fast-moving iteas, (2) keeping 
the aanageaent payroll low, and (3) maintaining a lower proportion of 
nonselling employees than do the department stores. Masters sells $700 
worth of aerchandise per square foot, coapared to an average of $76 per 
11 
square foot for a given departaent store. Masters receives 14 inventory 
(1) 
turnovers per year. Compare these sales figures with the variety chains, 
drug chains, and food chains, and it becomes quite obvious that this is 
not unfair competition, but rather ~ competition. It is also the aass 
retailing formula for the future. 
B. Types of Discount Houses 
The tera discount house has been difficult to define because 
of the wide variety of operations that aay be included within the general 
classification. One study identified several different types of dis-
counting. In order to properly understand off-price marketing, it is 
necessary to picture the enoraous variety of discount retailers:(2) 
(a) The discount house here referred to is a street-floor 
store that sells everything it stocks, or claims to sell 
everything it stocks, at off-list prices. 
(b) The catalog house is a firm which does a catalog business 
with the retail trade, but which also makes its catalogs 
available to all interested persons. It makes use of 
mailing lists, and from them it has built quite a good 
sized business. 
(c) Factory showrooms are used by a number of manufacturers to 
sell to the general public. Manufacturers also make use 
of factory outlet stores. These stores are used by manu-
facturers to dispose of seconds. In many instances, such 
stores not only sell firsts, but also add merchandise not 
produced by the owning factory. 
{d) The wholesaler's showroom, like the manufacturer's showroom, 
has been known to sell at wholesale to the general public. 
(e) The desk operator is another type. He is an individual 
who simply has a desk. They carry on an "I can get it for 
you wholesale" business. 
(f) A final type is the "illegitimate legitimate outlet". Here 
we get down to the legitimate merchants, of every conceivable 
type, who are in fact discount operators. More merchandise 
is sold off-list by the legitimate dealer than by the 
12 
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illegitiaate dealer. The foraer aay not always cut as 
drastically below list as the latter, but that is largely 
due to econoaics. 
In the light of these facts, a aore suitable definition of a 
discount house aay be derived: "Generally, the discount house is thought 
of as a retail store that specializes in selling well known brands of 
"(3) 
aerchandise at substantial discounts froa custoaary or list prices. 
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CHAPTER II - HOW THE DISCOUNT HOUSE ORIGINATED 
A. Need for Voluae Sales 
Mr. Edward Gudeman, vice president in charge of merchandising 
for Sears, Roebuck and Company, has observed that "the term, discount 
house, is a misnomer ••• the term, low-cost retailer, is more applicable 
because that is what this type of outlet is". He went on to co-ent that: 
The low-cost retailer is a postwar development caused ••• by 
three economic factors -- overproduction, the conventional 
retail accounting system, and time payment •••• After the 
first rush of postwar buying was handled, manufacturers of 
major appliances and other products found themselves with 
production facilities far in excess of consuaer demand •••. 
Manufacturers had to move their production and the low-cost 
retailer of discount house provided the way to do so. Manu-
facturers turned to retailers who could provide volume sales 
rather than many small dealers, each with limited sales volume. 
Now, at this same time, during the postwar years, had conven-
tional retail stores revamped their accounting systems, it is 
questionable whethff>low-cost retailers would ever have ob-
tained a foothold. 
B. Off-Price Conscious Public 
·; The discounter looks for a price conscious public. Never before 
in the contemporary history of modern-brand advertising has the public, 
especially the younger generation, been so off-price conscious. Such a 
phenomenon is significant because so much of the marketing policy and 
practice of many national advertisers is premised on the partially and 
sometimes completely false assumption that present-day brand voluae is 
coming and will continue to come at list, through regular outlets. The 
truth of the matter is that most of the very manufacturers who shudder 
at the mere mention of discount house are doing a substantial portion of 
.;."/_.:_ 
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their voluae with the infinite variety of discount operations, and with 
"legitiaate" outlets who shave prices for so aany of their custoaers. 
c. Factory List Price 
Soae manufacturers believe that the factory list price is basic 
to the rise of the discount house. Actually, departaent stores and other 
retailers have been proaoting discounts froa off-list for years and on a 
vast scale. Certainly, the virtual eliaination of a list price froa auto 
(5) 
advertising in 1956 did not curtail price haggling. And obviously the 
discount house has not been fenced in by the eliaination of featured list 
prices in certain hard goods. On the contrary, eliaination of list price 
has clearly encouraged aultiple pricing by distributors, agents, wholesalers 
and retailers. The fundaaental cause of the aaazing return of price bargain-
ing is not list pricing or advertising, but rather it is believed due to 
too wide a spread in aargins through the chain of distribution to the con-
suaer, and soaetiaes even at the aanufacturer's level. 
D. Results of Hatioaal Advertising 
On a larger scale, it is of the utaost importance for aerchan-
disers to realize that the discount house - that is, the coaparatively 
new fora of outlet which retails store wide, year round, on a low aark-up 
basis - is simply one of the outward trappings of a fundaaental reversal 
in our aarketing theory that was brought about by advertising. The fact 
is that national advertising, which really set out to establish a one-price 
systea, actually appears now to have encouraged a return to a aultiprice 
systea of diaensions that far exceed the flexible prices and bargaining 
ataosphere that typified the presuaably pre-advertising days • 
16 
It is not co .. only known that, of our billions sold at retail, 
the majority, at least, is currently retailed on a flexible, multiprice, 
even haggling basis. And the aajor portion of this price cut consists 
' ' 
of advertised brands. This is extraordinary when one recalls that one 
of advertising's great objectives was to eliainate "caveat emptor" price 
haggling. price falsities, and to assure (if not guarantee). one price to 
all, everywhere, all the tiae. 
But surely it is quite obvious that between price proaotions 
and price haggling, between trade-ins. preaiuas and staaps, our present 
day system of retailing is no longer on a one-price basis. 
These, then, are soae of the basic factors which have enabled 
the discount house to get a foothold in the field of modern retailing. 
It has established a strong position, and in continuing to grow, it will 
exert an ever-increasing pressure on manufacturers, wholesalers and 
retailers. 
17 
PART II - THE EFFECTS OF DISCOUNTING 
CHAPTER III - C1JRRJ£lft' TR.EIIDS AIIOXG DISCOUBT HOUSES 
A. Fate of Saall Discount Houses 
The vast nuaber of saall discount stores which opened between 
1954-1955 began to thin out in 1956 and that process still continues. 
The saall discount house is having a rough tiae. It can not buy right 
and so it is unable to sell right. It cannot aove into the fast grow-
ing suburban shopping areas because of liaited finances. In order to 
aake this aove successfully, it auat be able to rent a large aaount of 
floor space so as to be able to display and deaonstrate a wide variety 
of aerchandise. This would aean increased overhead which the saall 
operator is unable to assuae. Therefore, it aust reaain in the old 
retail areas and hope the locations will continue to aaintain their 
selling importance. In actual nuabers, there will be fewer discount 
18 
houses in the Boston trading area in 1959 than there were in 1958. For 
exaaple, ia the Bostoa trading area aloae, Bass Electric closed its Natick 
store and coafined its operations to one downtown Boston store. Mr. Saauel 
Blowitz, who operated a leased discount appliance departaent in the Rayaond 
stores in Boston, Quincy, and Lyna, closed out these departaents to con-
centrate on one warehouse operation in South Boston under the naae of 
Saasons. Be also closed his Natick store which he operated under the 
naae of Rub Stores. Both of the above Natick operations were successful 
and profitable until J. M. Field's and Zayre's opened discount departaent 
stores in this area, with new aodern superaarket type of stores selling a 
aultiplicity of iteas at discount prices, at which Baas and Elowitz were 
19 
unable to coapete and still aake a profit. Also, Kagees closed twelve 
selling locations in 1959 and early 1960 because it was unable to get 
its operating costs in line with other large low-aargin retailers. But 
even with fewer outlets, the total amount of merchandise aoved by the 
discount house in 1959 will far exceed the total sold in any previous 
year. Hew heights are expected to be reached by the discount house in 
1960. Korvett's has already topped the $100 aillion annual-voluae 
(6) • 
figure. A aidwestern discount house, Governaent Eaployees Kart, 
in less than two years of operation already has annual sales in excess 
. (7) 
of $20 aillion annually for a single operation. 
Where department stores and certain other outlets have en-
deavored to fight it out with the discount houses, they have unquestionably 
hurt the smaller discount house operators. But they have not even slowed 
down the larger ones. Moreover, as the discount house becoaes a junior 
departaent store, the departaent store finds itself unable to slash prices 
coapetitively oa all of the aercaandise now being carried by t~e discount 
house. The essence of this situation is taat a 36-~ retailer cannot 
figat it out, price-wise, with a 2~ retailer on aore than a saall portion 
of tae foraer's total inventory. The departaent store aay have been able 
to do battle with the discount house on appliances, because appliances 
were never iaportant in the departaent store's scheae of things and losses 
could be coapensated for elsewhere. But with the discount house now going 
heavily into soft goods - where the departaent stores does froa 7~ to 8&1 
aore of its voluae - tae situation cbaages. No high-cost competitor of 
* See exhibit XI 
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the larger discount houses has beea able to slow thea down, although 
soae have hurt the saaller discouat houaes with price-slashing tactics. 
Where Fair Trade laws ia various states have been invalidated, 
the saaller discount houses tead to be hurt. But here, again, the iapact 
on the larger discount houses has been negligible. Neither the existeace 
of Fair Trade nor its disappearance will do anything to slow down the 
growth of the true aass discouat houses. And whether or aot list prices 
are published by the aanufacturer aakes little difference to the present-
day discouat house. It is preferable, but if it does not exist, operations 
will not be affected. 
B. Chaia Coacept 
The chain coacept is rapidly taking hold in the discount store 
operatioa. This developaeat becaa ia 1956, and aoved ahead rapidly in 
the easuing years. It is still, however, in its infancy. Great chains 
of discount houses are ia the aaking. Korvette is aoving rapidly ia this 
direction. 
Korvette wants 500,000 customers within 20 ainutes of any of its 
(8) 
outlets, if possible; it also wants parking facilities for 2500 cars. 
Other influencing factors in their choice of a store location are: (1) sound 
potential sales voluae; (2) ability to service and operate a store froa New 
York headquarters; (3) acceptance of the Korvette naae in a trading area; 
(4) availability of a suitable location; and (5) a favorable coapetitive 
situation. 
In our own Boston area, we see the growth of J. M. Fields and 
Zayre's. In the aidwest, the G.B.M. stores (Govera,eat laployees Mart), 
have in less than three years opened stores in Washington, D.C., Denver, 
St. Louis, Kansas City, Minneapolis, and Honolulu. Their long-range 
plans include stores in Boston, Chicago and Cleveland. This growth 
eaphasizes the rise of discount houses. The entire program of growth 
aias at a national chaia of a new type. The discount chains now devel-
oping are growing prtaarily through the opening of additional store 
21 
units. The era of growth aaong discount chains by aerger, by affiliation, 
by absorption and through financial techniques has barely begun. It will 
coae within the next few years to bring us to new heights in merchandising. 
c. Mounting Costs 
The newer store units of the discount houses are considerably 
aore luxurious than their earlier outlets. In fact, the architecture of 
soae of these newer store units coapares favorably with the saaller branch 
units of department stores. They are all quite aodern in design; con-
structed on one level and spread out over thousands of square feet of 
selling space. The chain store by which I was eaployed, Goveraaent 
Eaployees Mart, had 120,000 square feet of selliaa space. Although 
the discount houses will deny the fact, this trend aarks the first and 
inevitable step in the direction of aounting costs. It is probable that 
the larger discount chains have already passed the low point in cost of 
operation. Several large chains are now required to operate on increased 
aargins. If the aarket is exaained closely, it becoaes apparent that the 
belief that the discount house is operating on a 10-1~ aark-up is false; 
this figure is closer to 201. Like all aass retailers, discount house 
aaaagers hope that constantly iDcreasing voluae will aore than balance 
out the additional costs of aore luxurious establishaents, aulti-unit 
operations and aore service. This has been the hope of each one of our 
aass retailers; aail order chains, drug chains and food chains. Yet 
these retailers, despite the fabulous voluae gains since the end of 
World War II and despite years of enoraous national prosperity, have 
been unable even to curb the upward trends in the cost of operatioas. 
It reaains to be seen whether the operating costs of the discount bouse 
will aoant auch aore rapidly than the rate of cost increase of the es-
tablished aasa retailers. 
D. Benefits froa Econoaic Developaents 
In this coanection, it is necessary to consider the fact that 
any decline in our high national prosperity, any tendency toward a re-
duction in take-hoae pay and any greater increase in the unemployaent 
figure will tend to favor the discount house. It will benefit froa 
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such ecoaomic developaents in two ways; first, if business becoaes still 
aore coapetitive, the discount house will be able to buy still aore ad-
vantageously; second, if public incoae aad public buying are both depressed, 
the pricing policies of the discount houses Will exert a still aore power-
ful appeal. 
E. Broadeniq of Inventory 
The discount house is broadening its inventory by classifica-
tions. It began priaarily with aajor appliances. It then added traffic 
appliances and housewares, froa there it went into furniture, rugs and 
boae furnishings. Beauty and health aids were added next. It has now 
aoved iato the broad soft-goods classification. The discount house 
today expects to take a better aark-up on soft goods than on hard goods -
an average of about 2~ on soft goods as coapared to 10-1~ on hard goods. 
All the new departaent-store type units to be opened by E. J. Korvette; 
Inc., will allocate 7~ of their floor space to apparel and other soft 
goods. In Korvette City, Lone Island, ••w York, this is quite evident 
upon exaaination of their buildings. UBtil recently, Korvette's voluae 
ratio had been 40-60 in favor of hard lines, but today it is closer to 
60-40 in favor of apparel and other soft lines. The author secured these 
figures froa an interview with Mr. Ted Berlant, aerchandising aanacer of 
hard goods for Korvette. 
When consideriag soft goods in the discount operation, it is 
necessary to reaeaber that Ohrbach's has pioneered this developaent for 
(9) 
soae 35 years. Ohrbach's is and always has been a low-cost retail 
operation. It pioneered self-selectioa aad self-service in soft goods, 
and it has proved that fashion aerchandise as well can be profitably 
aoved in great voluae at low aark-ups. In aany respects, Ohrbach's 
continues to be one of the aost unique and one of the aost successful 
retail operations in this nation, with policies and practices for serving 
tbe public that tbe discount houses will eventually coae to adopt. An 
exaaple is the use of shopping cart self service which is eaployed at 
Ohrbach's. It is hard to believe that fashion aerchandise can be bought 
with a shopping cart, but it is done, and very easily. The whole textile 
industry was shocked by Ohrbach's aove, but it has proved so successful 
' . 
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that other retail operations are adopting the procedure. 
Here are soae exaaples of the category-diversification trend 
in the discount house. Korvette is entering the furniture business on 
a substantial scale. It opened a full-scale furniture outlet in March, 
1957, with a total of 30,000 square feet. The unit is located adjacent 
(10) 
to Korvette City in Westbury, Long Island, New York. Stephen Masters, 
aeationed earlier, opened new stores in Elasford, Hew York, and Paraaus, 
, 
New Jersey, that have gone heavily into non-hard good lines for the first 
tiae. Stephen Masters, presideat, estiaated that non-hard goods in the 
two stores would account for 4~ of total voluae. 
Soae of the discount houses are developing restaurant opera-
tiona. Thus, Two Guys froa Harrison have a 3,000 square foot car hop 
featuring short-order foods. Also, as reported earlier, the discount 
houses are turning to food retailing. As the discount house goes into 
housewares, household supplies, beauty and ,health aids and siailar aer-
chaadise that is now iaportaat to superaarkets, it generally undersells 
these outlets. It finds itself in coapetition with superaarkets on non-
food iteas and it is only a step froa coapetition with the superaarket 
on food iteas. Since food is the greatest traffic producer of all retail 
proaotional functions, aad since the vital ingredient in a successful 
discount house is traffic, it is only logical that discount houses have 
added a nuaber of food iteas. 
In June 1959, Governaent Eaployees Mart of Denver, Colorado, 
contracted secretly with the A • P superaarket chain, the largest of its 
kind, to put a coaplete superaarket operation within the G.E.M. store. 
'• 
Safeway, the aations second largest superaarket chain tried to secure 
this contract but was unable to do so. This will be the first A • p 
store ia the Denver area. As we know, A • P is the price leader in the 
grocery field and this store, joined with the discount bouse, should 
• capture quite a large portion of the Denver shopping trade. 
F. Private Brands 
It is also interesting to note that as the discount house 
becoaes aore firmly established, its own store aame becoaes a guarantee 
of satisfaction to the public. Originally, the public tended to deal 
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very cautiously with the discount house. That day is not gone altogether, 
but it is disappearing as tiae progresses. Consequently, the aajor dis-
count houses are no longer entirely liaited to the retailing of known 
brands. This is what has opened the way for the discount house to go 
into woaen's ready-to-wear. Here, brand naaes are not decisive, and 
the public is not able to determine values. The question arises, "Will 
the discount house wind up with its owa controlled brands in soae 
categories?" Yes, it will. In a few discount houses, controlled 
brands have already put in an appearance. Thera is an organization 
~hich goes under the naae of X.A.c.o., the National Association of 
Consuaer Organizations, with headquarters in the Colorado Building, 
washington, D.C. With a aeabership of twenty-three discount houses, 
this group consists of such organizations as A.B.c., A.G.E., Certibond, 
More, Save Co., Union Store, and Yenox, all in California. The other 
* See exhibit XII 
aeMbers are Governaeat EMployees Mart, Gov-Mart, Govway, Met, and 
S.A.G.E. These are dispersed througllout the country. M.A.C·.O. does 
several very iaportant thiacs to create unity aaong the twenty-three 
aeaber houses. It arranges frequent Meetings with representatives of 
each discount house •. It supplies a private-brand itea under the naae 
of M.A.c.o. This private-brand iteM is not a big ticket itea, rather, 
it is one that is a large-voluae seller - a product that will easily 
receive aore and More consuaer attention. The prices of these iteMs 
are considerably lower than prices of nationally advertised products 
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on the sllelf next to thea. M.A.c.o. stresses the iMportance of iMpulse 
buying today and tries to encourage tile use of fancy displays, eye-level 
shelves and aany other store services. The Rational Association of Con-
suaer Organization's aain function is, however, to battle in Washington 
the Federal Trade Coaaission on fair trade legislation. Thus, here is 
an organization of soMe of our largest discount houses, who banded to-
gether to develop a private brand for extensive use. 
G. One Price 
The discount house started with a reputation for a variable 
price, one that could be negotiated. Ia the Major discount chains, 
this has just about vanished. There are a few exceptions in those 
discount houses where leased departMents exist. Here the departMent 
owner will do anything for the sale, for he has to pay a fixed rental, 
even if business is poor. This being the case, the custoMer soaetiMes 
finds it difficult to leave with Money in his pocket. However, the 
bulk of the discount houses now have a fira price which the public accepts. 
B. Advertising 
The discount house is becoaing a big advertiser. Whether it 
is spending any aore of its own aon•y for its advertising than do aost 
of our established aass retailers is probleaatical. Discounters have 
becoae strong local advertisers. We see constant evidence of this froa 
* ** Lechaere Sales, Zayre's, J. •· Fields, Iorvette, and Masters. They 
eaploy all advertising aedia to their fullest liaits. It is coapletely 
probable that, as the discount house becoaes larger, aore firaly estab-
lished and aore iaportant to the wholesaler and aanufacturer, it will 
get still aore advertising allowance; and the tendency will be to spend 
aore on advertising in the future. 
I. Credit 
The discount house is going into credit. It is followiag in 
the footsteps of Sears, an operation which handles about 7~ of its 
(11) 
business on credit. A total of $1,850,860,000 yearly is on credit. 
As a rule, the discount house custoaer aakes his own credit arrangeaents 
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with a finance facility that is not owned by the discount house. In this 
way the credit facility does not add noticeably to the operating cost of 
tae discount house. Receatly, however, the trend has begun to change. 
The discount house is realizing the treaendous profit potential involved 
in credit; taerefore, in the Goveraaent Eaployees Kart stores and at 
Lechaere Sales, they supply coapany-owned credit departaents • 
.. 
* See exhib:l.t IX 
** See exhibit X 
J. Service 
Accordinc to Paul Converse, in his text book on "Eleaents of 
Karketiq" on pace 339, he states that, "Generally, the discoUDt house 
is thought of as a retail store tlaat specializes in s·elling well-known 
brands of aerchandise at substantial discounts froa custoaary or list 
prices. The concept also suggests less custoaer service and locations 
I 
in less convenient places." However, the discount house always gave 
services, soaetiaes quite a bit aore than established retailers. Today, 
the discouat house offers services equal to, if not better than, any de-
partaent store and charges considerably less. Most discount houses 
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perait returns within seven days and follow this rule. They are becoaing 
better equipped to offer certain repair services when needed. If one 
considers store location, opportunity to buy alaost any brand, and long 
hours to be custoaer services, then the discount houses offer aore ser-
vice than the "legitiaate" retailers. Moreover, it aust be realized 
that traditional retailers charge dearly for their extra services which 
are not always courteously rendered. At the G.E.M. store in Denver, 
the eaployee knew that the custoaer was always right. Any request for 
exchange, refund, or credit was granted instantly by the proper person. 
K. Move to Suburbs 
The discount houses show a tendency to aove into the suburbs. 
They are also aoving into regional shopping centers. Where they are 
unable to secure entrance, they establish themselves near by. They are 
expanding into saaller cities as well as towns of aoderate size. In 
fact, they are growing and expanding all over. Wherever there is 
business opportunity, one will fiDd the discount house. For exaaple, 
when Zayres aad J. M. Fields were unable to rent space in the Shopper's 
World in Fraainchaa, Massachusetts, because it is controlled by the 
Jordan Marsh Coapany, they leased or purchased land in nearby Hatick, 
and built new, aodern, one story discount departaent stores. 
L. Iaproved Buying Position 
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As the discount houses becoae larcer, their buy inc position 
iaproves. Since these retailers were built on stronc hardfisted buyinc, 
they know how to squeeze all the advantages out of their iaproved buying 
position. For at least a tiae, this taproved buyinc position aay tend to 
balaace out soae of their increasing costs of doing business. Moreover, 
it aust be reaeabered that as aanufacturers find it increasingly diffi-
cult to aove their expanded output, as distress aerchandise becoaes aore 
ca.aon on the aarket (as in the case of television sets in the early part 
of 1957) then the shrewd discount operators will pick up still aore buying 
advantages. 
The discount houses are keeping their buying organization extra-
ordilllarily siaple. This is a point of vast iaportance. It aeans not 
oaly that their buying costs will reaaiD low for quite soae tiae to coae, 
but also that they can aove with reaarkable speed in aaking buying coaait-
aents. While the departaent store buyer is going through the agony of 
getting a special purchase confiraed, the discount house can not only 
aake the purchase and put tae inventory in stock, but also actually aove 
aost of it out of the store. 
11. llail-order Operation 
The discount houses are also ataing at diversifying their 
techniques for reaching out to the shopper. In other words, they are 
aoving froa strictly retail store operation to a sail-order operation. 
Masters, aail-order froa Washington, D.C., is a substantial business 
(12) 
done on a national basis. Governaeat Eaployees Mart of Denver has 
a sailing list of over 120,000 aeabers. This discount house just re-
cently began using this sailing list for its aail-order operation. 
Thus, it is entirely probable that the Sears prograa which includes 
sail-order, retail store, and house to house, will ultiaately be 
duplicated by several discount houses. It will be a loag tiae before 
any discount house coaes close to the sale& figure of Sears which in 
1958 was $3,938,000,000, and in 1959 was over $4,000,000,000. 
N. Trade Up 
Discount houses will also tend to trade up. This process of 
trading up is growing contiaually stronger aaong aajor discount houses. 
The discount house started off with the lowest incoae groups as its 
custoaers. But now that its advantages are aore widely known, its 
custoaers are beginning to coae fro• sost, if not all incoae groups. 
Moreover, it has found that evea lower incoae custoaers have a fantastic 
ability to buy better aerchandise. Therefore, it aay be expected that 
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the trading up process will continue in the discount house. It will con-
tiaue clowly, however, in order not to price out the present custoaers. 
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o. Salaries 
There exists also a naive notion that the discount operation 
pays its eaployees poorly, and thus eaploys lower caliber persoaael than 
traditioaal outlets. This is coapletely false. The better discount 
houses pay their salespeople coasiderably aore than do department stores. 
They pay their top aaaageaeat aore also. At Goveraaeat Eaployees Kart 
of Deaver, the general aaaacer receives $20,000 his first year, with 
annual increases. Be also has an expense account, an automobile, and 
finally the opportunity to invest aoaey in the operation if he proves 
hiaself a successful aanager. It is entirely probable that they will 
attract the best of the new talent that plans to co into retailing. In 
fact, the author was offered the position of assistant aaaager at a be-
giaainc salary of $550 per aoath. Being able to offer such advantages, 
they will attract top people froa the universities, leaving the old line 
retailers faced with the problea of securing top executives in the future. 
In addition, the author checked with Mr. Noraaa Cohen of 
Lechaere Sales who stated unequivocally that Lechaere Sales paid its 
sales personnel froa $10 to $15 per week aore than coaparable sales people 
at the Gilchrist and Jordan Karsh departaent stores, and that he was al-
ways being approached by their sales personnel for eaployaent. The author 
also learned in an iaterview·with Mr. Oscar Anderson of the Whirlpool 
Corporation that the appliance buyer of J. K. Fields received aore iacoae 
than the appliance buyer of Jordan Karsh. 
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CHAPTER IV - REACTIOlfS OF IIASS RETAILERS 
TO THE DISCOUMT BOUSE 
Less than four years a1o, the principal defense of the depart-
' 
aent store was a verbal barr&~e directed a1ainst the di~count house, 
includinl such teras as "illegitiaate outlet" and "no-service outlet". 
Since 1956, however, departaent stores have been taking specific action 
to coabat taeir newest rivals. But the reaction to the threat of discount 
house coapetition has not been unifora. The departaent store reaction has 
tended to vary within individual stores, which would appear to be evidence 
that aanageaent has been lacking in its ability to coabat the discount 
house. 
The position has beea taken by soae departaent stores that they 
have had to battle, successively, the aail-order.houses, the various chains, 
house-to-house orcanizations and the superaarkets. That is true - the de-
partaent store is still here. But it is also true that the departaent 
store has shown less dynaaic 1rowth over the last two decades thaa any 
other basic type of aass retailer. It has consistently lost substantial 
• slices of its percent&~e of total retail voluae. 
A 1reat deal of departaent store thinkinl and action with respect 
to the discount house was preaised on the assuaption that it was hard 1oods 
coapetition, and therefore not iaportant to thea. Actually, a departaent 
store depends on as wide a variety of departaents as possible for its 
total traffic. Thus, every aerchandise classification that is dropped 
•• reduces the store's total traffic. Bow aany departaents can a store 
• See charts II and III 
- --
•• See exhibit I and II 
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drop amd still be a departaent stere? That is a difficult question to 
answer. The aajor concern is that the discount house is forcing depart-
aent stores to drop certain departaents because of inability to coapete. 
Of course, the attitude that the discount house is mainly sell-
inc appliances is aistaken. The discount house, as pointed out earlier, 
is in aost instances, a true departaent store. What soae departaent stores 
have done to aeet the coapetition of the discount house in the appliance 
field will shed light on what they plan to do in the soft goods field. 
A. Match The Discount Bouse 
Soae departaent stores can aatch the discount house, itea by 
itea, price by price. Today, in Boston, we see Jordan Karsh Coapany and 
• Gilchrist's aatching Lechaere Sales all the way across the board on , 
appliances. Jordan's has even been able to undersell the discount house 
on a few of these it .. s. Where departaent stores are aatchiag the prices 
of the discount houses in certain departaents, soae success has been achieved 
in the ability to reduce costs in these departaents. s,lf-selection and 
self-service have been stepped up considerably. 
Unless the departaent store chaRges its accounting procedure 
of assessinc overhead to the various departaents, it is iapossible for 
a particular departaent to bring their costs down to the low point achieved 
by the discount bouse. As stated above, the departaent store aight aeet 
the prices of the discount house and operate at a loss. However, the de-
partaent store has too aany fixed high cost procedures, including rents 
and adaiaistration. For exaaple, at the Jordan Karsh Coapany, the appliance 
• See exhibit V and VI 
and television departaent is autoaatically aasessed by the store ~ 
of all purchases. Therefore, the buyer tries to purchase aany iteas 
which have selective distribution - liaited or otherwiae - that the 
diacount house does not handle. Jordan Marsh sella Magnavox, General 
Electric, and Frigidaire. Hone of these products are handled on a 
franchise baais by Lecbaere Sales. They do this to get a higher aargin 
and average out of this overall gross so aa to operate at a profit. 
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Soae departaent stores are taking the position that if they can 
coae pretty close to aeeting the discount house on soae aajor categories 
and brands, then the shopper aay get the iapression that the departaent 
store is a low aark-up, low price outlet. But the truth of the aatter 
is that the shoppers in the discount houses tend to be soaewhat young, 
keenly interested in buying at rock bottoa and pretty well educated in 
scope of retail values. 
This aatching of prices is fine if the departaent store can 
stand to sell its goods so cheaply. However, some department stores 
cennot sell so cheaply; they are then forced to take the next step. 
B. Drop Lines 
Soae departaent store& have dropped the aajor appliance category. 
But, as already stated, this process of retreat can hardly iaprove the 
departaent store's coapetitive position. Other departaent stores have 
dropped brands featured by discount houses, reduced their assortaents of 
these brands, or have given auch branda less desirable space. But becauae 
the discount aeuae tends to feature the top brands when it can, this leavea 
the departaent store in the position of concentrating on secondary brands. 
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c. Establish OWn BriUlds 
There has eveR beeR soae departaeRt store talk of using private 
braads. This would be one way of surrendering the national brands to the 
discount houses. On hard goods, departaent stores have aade little head-
way with their owa brands; people are still quite brand conscious. When-
ever the departaent store uses its owu brands, it gives the discount house 
a clear field with the national brands. Therefore, the private brand road 
holds very little hope for the departaent store as a ~ans of coabating 
the discount house. 
D. Lessen Jfational Brand Proaot ion 
Soae departaent stores have tended to lessen the proaotion they 
give to these Rational brands which are pushed by the discount house. But 
since the departaent stores coapete with each other, when one departaent 
store lessens its proaotion of a given natio~al brand, another departaent 
store is apt to promote that brand quite heavily. Moreover, since the 
stronger aanufacturers have been busily engaged in broadening their total 
distribution, a departaent store that gives poor proaotional effort to a 
strong brand aay see all his coapetiters increase their proaotion of that 
brand. Coapetition has a way of forcing the hands of all but the aost 
powerful retailer, and today there exist only a handful of powerful de-
partaent stores. 
There has been a tendeacy for soae departaent stores to eaphasize 
those categories of aerchandise which are not subject to price cutting. 
But such categories are becoatng fewer and fewer in nuaber. Koreover, the 
discount houses watch departaeat store proaotions carefully. As soon as 
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a departaent store begins to feature a aew category in its proaotions, 
and to use recular prices, the discount houses are apt to put in a siailar 
liae (if they do not already stock it), cut the price, and reap the voluae 
that the departaent store has helped create. 
B. Open Up Warehouses 
The warehouse sale is becoaing an established fixture with a 
• certain nuaber of departaent stores. Here is, really, the one technique 
that a nuaber of departaent stores have adopted that shows signs of aeet-
inc and even beating the discount house at its own gaae. It is iaterestiag 
to note that soae of the very departaent stores that were positive their 
custoaers were not also discount house custoaers actually have established 
aeans of transportation froa their aain store to the warehouse. 
F. Scale Ca.aissions 
Soae departaent stores are trying through scaled co .. issions, 
to get their salespeople to switch custoaers froa national brands to 
brands on which the store can take a better aargin. This effort is 
dooaed to failure because few of these salespeople are anythinc but clerks 
or checkers. It takes soae very keen selling to switch customers froa a 
top brand to a secondary brand, which is what is involved in this situa-
tion. Generally speakinc, it aay be said that in highly coapetitive lines 
departaeat store efforts to switch customers' deaand or acceptance for 
~rands bas aet with little success. 
* See exhibit IV 
G. Fight for Allowances 
Many departaent stores are trying to coapensate for the lower 
aargins they are taking on coapetitively priced merchandise by fighting 
for larger, or new concessions or allowances froa their resources. 
There are, however, few concessioas that departaent stores will get 
fro. suppliers or froa distributors that discount houses will not also 
receive. Perhaps the discount house will average out better than the 
departaent store because its owners do a good deal of the buying, hence 
its buyers are better paid and aore capable, and because they can aove 
auch faster since they are not encuabered by red tape. 
B. Lease Departaents 
A few departaent stores are taking up again the leased depart-
aent concept. In certain classifications where they, as individuals, 
can not coapete successfully with the discount house, they are turning 
to leased departaent syndicates. The leased departaent operations have 
not proved very successful for departaent stores in regard to branded 
aerchandise. However, they have done well in such departaents as 
aillinery and in service departaents like the beauty shop. This is a 
route offering soae saall hope for survival of the departaent store. 
I. Proaote Cut Prices 
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Many departaent stores are running cut price proaotions purely 
to counteract the discount house's general reputation for value and to 
nulli~ specific advertised proaotioas of the discount house. The de-
partaent stores have to reaeaber that the discount house is using newspaper, 
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·, 
radio, and televisioa advertising iacreasingly, as well as direct mail 
to a greater extent than are they. Soae departaent stores have been 
successful in this approach, but the aediua-size retail stores that have 
attepated praaotionally to slug it out with the discount houses have 
• siaply thrown away aargin and gained little if any advantage. 
J. Proaote Higher Priced Lines 
Departaent stores are going into higher priced lines in order 
to get away froa discount house coapetition. This is a poor idea, for 
if the departaent store is to reaain a aass outlet, it siaply cannot rely 
too heavily on higher priced lines, even if it has thea exclusively in a 
given area. 
JC. Jlake Direct Buying CoDDections 
One of the procedures about which soae departaent stores are 
hopeful is aakinc direct buying connections with the aanufacturers. This 
applies particularly in such fields as appliances. Soae steps have been 
takea, but discount houses are aoving in this direction at least as fast 
as the departaent stores. It seeas safe to predict that discount retail-
ing will lead aore and aore retailers into closer direct buying arrangeaents 
with aanufacturers. 
L. Shop Discount Houses 
Departaent stores are now shopping the discount houses. This 
is in contrast to the attitude of just two or three years aco when the 
policy was to ignore the discount house. The departaent stores are shopping 
* See exhibit VIII 
t . 
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the discount houses for prices, whereas instead they aigbt do better to 
pay heed to aaaaceaent procedures and general buying and selling ideas. 
M. Consider Gross Dollar 
Departaent stores are finally beginning to talk abour gross 
dollar rather than aark-up percentace. But this is aore talk than 
practice. Moreover, even the concept of gross dollar aay not be able 
to coapensate for operatiag costs as high as those of departaeat stores. 
Certaialy, the discount bouse& receive a high gross dollar, but if their 
costs were to rise, they could not aark their aerchandise as they now do 
and enjoy a net profit. Yet if their costs were to rise by a saall per-
centage of say 5 points, their costs would still be considerably under 
those of aost departaent stores. 
H. Rely on Credit 
Departaent stores believe that their credit facilities are 
the best coapetitive weapon in figbting the discount bouse. But the 
discount bouse has gone into every possible type of credit plan avail-
able. The credit ~epartaent in the discount house aost faailiar to the 
author, Governaent Eaployees Mart of Denver, eaploys credit to its 
fullest extent. A considerable portion of total sales voluae is on 
credit. It reaains to be seen whether or not the discount house will 
coabat this particular weapoa of the departaent store with new concepts 
of credit and new low costs for credit. 
o. Reduce Service 
An executive of tbe May Coapaay told the author that when a 
shopper coaes iato a departaeat store, she decides what aodel she 
wants, writes dowa the auaber, and thea goes to the local discount 
house and purchases the itea. He explaiaed that the custoaer is, ia 
fact, telliag the departaent store that she wants price not service. 
Therefore, he contiaued, the May Coapaay has cancelled its policy of 
lonc-tera free service and parts warrantees, in favor of arrangeaents 
that soaetiaes cover only the duration of the aanufacturer's guarantee. 
Soae departaent stores are also followiag the discount houses and are 
sellinc aore aerchaadise in the origiaal aanufacturer's shipping carton, 
with a consequent reduction in over-all shipping costs. 
P. Move Nearer to Low Margin Retailers 
The Shawaut TV Company of Boston recently announced that it 
* is closinc its store in the Motor Mart buildinc. Its new location 
will be in the Clinton Clothes buildinc on Brookline Avenue, Boston. 
This new location is directly across the street froa Sears Roebuck • 
Company, one of the nations biggest low-aargin retailers. Shawaut TV 
hopes to capture soae of the overflow froa Sears. Sears carries its 
owa brand naae aerchandise, while Shawaut TV will carry all nationally 
advertised aerchandise. The latter will be able to take advantage of 
the Sears parking lots, as well as its treaendous customer volume. 
Since the aajority of appliance consuaers desire nationally advertised 
products, Shawaut TV, in its new location, will be able to supply 
thousands of consuaers with such aerchandise at discount prices. 
* See exhibit VII 
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Perhaps the best answer to this whole problea of the reactions 
of aass retailers to the discount house threat was suaaarized by Harry 
(13) 
Hansen at the 1959 Bostoa Coaference on Distributioa; 
••• those who have studied warfare know that the secret of 
successful caapaigns is attack, not defense. It is true 
that history gives us exaaples of how strategies of retreat 
or containaent have exhausted an eneay, but these are the 
exceptions to the rule. And the recent history of distribu-
tion in the United States has shown how traditional distribu-
tion foras have ultiaately had to take the offensive to 
survive. For instance, the superaarket and the discount 
house were first fought defensively and uniaaginatively and 
• on a liaited scale by the chains and the departaent stores. 
Ultimately it was necessary to more accressively adopt the 
very tactics of these new coapetitors that were once decried. 
And so I want to suggest to you tllat tile old proverb, "The 
road is better than the inn", is one that may have a useful 
meaning to aarketing strategy. The tiling to do is move out 
and study your coapetitor, to find out i,ts strengtlls and 
use thea where you can and not to retire behind your analysis 
of its weaknesses. Move your policies and you aove your 
people. 
l' · .• 
CHAPTER V - REACTIONS OF MANUFACTURERS 
TO THE DISCOUNT HOUSE 
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An increasing nuaber of manufacturers have concluded that the 
discount house is here to stay; it will become a retail outlet of mass 
dimensions. Just as manufacturers were compelled, over the years, to do 
business with the mail-order house, the variety chain, the drug chain, 
the food super, the house-to-house organization, and then the premium 
promoters, so they are concluding that they must, in the long-run, do 
business with the discount house. The manufacturers realize.that this 
will cause trouble with what are now their traditional outlets, but many 
of those outlets caused similar problems when they were themselves added. 
Today, aost manufacturers do consider these outlets as another channel 
of distribution. 
Whereas in 1953 the discount house was looked upon with doubt, 
suspicion, distrust, and dislike by most manufacturers, today aany, if 
not most, manufacturers are viewing this new outlet realistically. They 
realize that every mass retailer of today started out as the discount 
house of its age. The whole trend in marketing advertised brands is 
toward very broad distribution and availability to the shopper in almost 
every type of store. Wide advertising of a brand demands wide circulation 
in retail outlets. As a aatter of fact, manufacturers are becoaing aore 
tolerant not only of the discount house, but also of the innumerable forms 
of off-list retail outlets which do not technically qualify as discount 
houses. Of course, this does not aean that all manufacturers either will 
or should move toward the discount house. But the broad trend among 
'I 
aanufacturers will be a recognition of the blunt fact that this type of 
low aargin aass retailer has becoae an integral part of the channels of 
distribution. 
The appliance aanufacturers, -with certain exceptions, were 
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aaoag the first to aove in this direction. This was because appliances 
were the original iteas proaoted by the discount house. Now, aanufacturers 
in more and more aercaandise classifications are findinc that the discount 
house is becoaing a junior departaent store, and in soae instances, that 
it is quite close to becoaiag a full-fledged departaent store. 
As an exaaple, this has been aappeninc in housewares since 
Sunbeaa recently changed their policy of distribution. They enforced 
resale price aaintenance very strongly for years, but were forced to becin 
selling discount houses in order to survive. 
A. Lo9k The Otaer Way 
Manufacturers are exerting every effort to capitalize on the 
eaergence of the discount house as a factor in distribution. Initially, 
they either looked the other way when their brands got into the discount 
houses, or they saw to it, in one way or another, that their aerchandise 
was aade available to the discount house. 
B. Slice Trade Margins 
In soae instances, trade aargins are sliced in order to aake 
retail prices more realistic. The discount house tends to aake the list 
prices of at least some aanufacturers look rather silly. Moreover, when 
the spread is too great, established retailers are put at a decided 
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advantage in the long run. This was what happened at General Electric 
5 years ago: the aargins of its distributors were reduced as well as the 
aark-ups of its retailers of electric housewares. This created a real 
problea. Retailers threatened to throw out General Electric products. 
A few other aaaufacturers in the appliance field have followed suit and, 
as aight be expected in a coapetitive situation, certain other aanufacturers 
have reversed the field and increased aargins and aark-ups. But the broad 
tread in the appliance industry is toward lower aargins for distributors 
and saaller aark-ups for retailers. And the retailers themselves are 
tending toward voluae, rather than aargin, in seeking a good net profit. 
The appliance industry has learned how to aake profits on reduced aargins. 
c. Reduce Ruaber of Distributors 
Soae aanufacturers, such as General Electric and Kelvinator, 
(14) 
have undertaken a procraa of reducing the nuaber of distribution points. 
The purpose of this aove is to give the distributing outlet, whether inde-
pendent or factory branch, an area large enough to do sufficient voluae 
to reduce their costs in relation to voluae. This enables thea to be aore 
coapetitive in selling the large discount houses so that they can operate 
at a saaller cross. 
In the future, ~here will be a tendency to reduce the nuaber of 
steps between the aanufacturer and the ultiaate consuaer. This will take 
aany foras, varyinc between industries. This does not signify the end of 
the wholesaler - his end has been predicted for several years. It does 
aean, though, that he will be partially eliainated in soae industries and 
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that new techniques of working througa hia in other industries will be 
developed. 
It is also possible that saae aanufacturers will reverse the 
current trend toward aultiplication of outlets. In soae instances, this 
has gone far enough. However, if decisions of this kind are aade without 
considering the saopper, the wrong decision aay be aade. The shopper, 
today, will not walk an extra step for any brand. This has to be con-
sidered waen the aanufacturer conteaplates reducing the nuaber of retail 
outlets. He aay reduce h~aself right out of the aarket. 
D. Liait Use of Preaiua Catalogs 
(15) 
A nuaber of aanufacturers - RCA Victor, for exaaple, have 
a separate division to handle preaiua houses and to sell their products 
to these preaiua houses at practically distributor cost in order to pick 
up this extra volume. These preaiua houses have grown by leaps and bounds 
over the past three years and constitute a substantial percentage of the 
total voluae, especially on iapulse iteas, such as, radios, record players, 
and traffic appliances. The growth of the aany "staap" prograas has 
helped increase the iaportance of these preaiua houses. The author refers 
to the S • H Green staaps, the Blue Staaps, TV staaps, Pioneer staaps, 
Gold Medal stamps, and Gold Bond staaps, to aention only a few. This is 
surprisingly a $4.5 billion dollar industry. In fact, it is as large as 
the aajor appliance industry. Mr. Sol Goldin, of Whirlpool Corporation 
told the author that these preaiua houses offer two priae benefits to 
aaaufacturers and distributors. First, they iaprove Whirlpool's share 
of the aarket through sales that now co 10~ to their largest coapetitors, 
and the developaent of brand aaae acceptance through aillions of 
iapressions created by the catalogs, sales promotional pieces, and 
displays. Two of the largest incentive sallinc organizations are: 
E. F. MCDonald Co., and Maritz Sales Builders. 
Manufacturers send out their catalogs with very little dis-
cretion. Since catalog selling by thousands of individuals and saall 
operators is growing rapidly, it would seea wise for soae manufacturers 
to liait catalog distribution. This aay be a difficult task, but if 
done carefully, it will save a considerable amount of regret in the 
loag run. The aanufacturers who want to keep their lines out of the 
banda of the discount house operators will find it necessary to plan 
new aerchandiaing prograas. Any prosraa (deals, preaiuaa, purchase 
quota plana, and the like), which winds up with distress or discounted 
merchandise, will have to be reconsidered by those aanufacturers who 
desire to sell only to the so-called recular outlets. The author's 
experience indicates, however, that any line the discount house wants 
badly enough, it is usually able to secure. This situation occurred 
in reference to RCA Victor aerchandise. The Denver, Colorado distri-
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butor refused to sell to the local discount house, Governaent Eaployees 
Kart. The aanageaent of the discount house contacted another distributor 
in the St. Louis, Missouri area, who was willing to transship as many RCA 
victor products to Denver as the discount house desired. A point of 
interest here is that the cost, including delivery to the discount house.,· 
was only 3 cents above what it would have cost if the merchandise could 
have beea purchased through the Ward-Terry Coapany of Denver. The only 
aeaaures whicb a aanufacturer can take to safecuard against trans-
ahippina are to keep proper recorda of all aodels shipped froa its 
plants by serial auaber. This will enable hia to trace the source. 
Then it can try to get cooperation froa ita distributors to discon-
tinue this pr~ctice for aoral and ethical reasons. Legally, the aanu-
facturers cannot prohibit tranasbipping because of price differentials. 
This was proven in the courts of the State of Bew York acainst the 
Frigidaire Corporation. 
E. Resist Retail Pressure 
Increased pressure will be put on the aanufacturers by 
independent aercaants, particularly, to refrain froa selliDC to dis-
count aouses. Such a tactic proved unsuccessful in the past when 
directed acainst the aail-order house, the variety chain, and the 
drug chain, to aentioa only a few. It will not succeed now. The 
discount bouse is an excellent outlet for aercbandise, and no aanu-
facturer will risk losinc this outlet to his coapetitor. Moreover, 
the Departaent of Justice has been reaarkably proapt in checking such 
pressure tactics by independent retailers and in taking action where 
necessary. Bevertaeless, soae aanufacturers will give in to this 
kind of pressure, but only superficially. They will agree not to 
sell the discount aouses new aerchandise, but will sell thea &econds 
and last years aodels at closeout prices. This is actually all soae 
discount houses wish, for then they are able to advertise new, uncrated 
aercaandise at ridiculously low retail prices. Aa one aight iaagine, 
this is a source of great annoyance to retailers. 
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F. Manufacturer Special Models 
Many aanufacturers, such as Whirlpool, General Electric, and 
Bore Warner, aake froa ttae to tiae variation aodels of the regular line 
for use by the wholesaler with its aany different types of accounts. (l&) 
For exaaple, in contacting Lechaere Sales, the author was told by Noraan 
Cohen that Norge had aade available to Lechaere a special refrigerator 
that was not available to any other dealer in the area. He also stated 
that they aanufactured other aodels for the rest of the trade that were 
not available for sale at Lechaere Sales. 
Kr. Lunt of Jordan Karsh confiraed this stateaent insofar as 
Jordan Karsh was concerned. He stated that he was able to purchase 
washers, dryers, and refrigerators froa the aaaufacturers whoa Jordan's 
represented that were not sold to the discount houses, large or saall, 
but which were sold only through so-called legitiaate retail outlets who 
tried to sell at a good gross aargin • 
. •. 
Soae aanufacturers, such as Whirlpool, Westinghouse, and 
Frigidaire aanufactured their products for large low aargin retailers 
with a private label in order to increase their volume and reduce aanu-
facturiq costs. !'or exaaple, Whirlpool aakes the washer and dryer for 
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Sears uder the brand naae Kenaore, whereas Westinghouse aakes the vacuua 
~leaner for Kontgoaery Ward, a contract foraerly held by Eureka. And 
Frigidaire aanufactured the refrigerator for Kontgoaery Ward. They claiaed 
that they had to do this in order to caapete with the coabiaed volume of 
Geaeral Electric and Hotpoint. 
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G. Plan Special Pro•otions 
Finally, .aaufacturers will begia to arrange proaotional 
.aterial specifically designed for the discount house. In this 
connection, it is necessary to re•eaber that the discount house puts 
•ajor eaphasis on its •erchandise, displaying aore per square foot 
than any other type of retailer. It wants to e•phasize the brand, the 
price, and the guarantee, and is no longer interested in signs giving 
list price. The discount house is interested in fixtures that will 
enable it to display still aore effectively. Showing merchandise in 
the shipping carton is no longer as popular as it once was. Today, 
deaonstrators are used occasionally. Wall signs are particularly 
valuable, since they take no selling area. These signs have to be 
sturdy because they take quite a beating. 
The discount house has surely aade a great impact upon the 
manufacturer. It is now considered an iaportant channel of distribution. 
A sales•an for the Radio Corporation of A•erica feels that the discount· 
house will be the noraal channel of distribution in the future, since it 
supplies the aanufacturer with a bigger outlet for his merchandise than 
(17) 
does the independeat retailer. 
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CIIAPTBR VI - UACTIOBS OF WHOLESALERS 
TO 'l'HB DISCOUMT HOUSE 
To the wholesaler as well as the aanufacturer, the discount 
house represents an excellent outlet for aerchandise. The wholesaler 
(18) is usually posed with the problea of securiag an expected sales voluae. 
The aanufacturer generally establishes sales quotas for each of his 
aiddleaen whether he is called wholesaler, jobber, or distributor. The 
aanufacturer will also put a great deal of pressure oa the wholesaler 
to drive hiB to his expected sales voluae. The wholesaler also receives 
pressure of another sort froa his retail outlets, which eacourage hia Dot 
to supply the discount house with their aerchandise. They usually have 
several sound reasoas behiDd these feelings, the aain one beiac that the 
discount houses will hurt thea and take away quite a large portioa of 
their busiaess. 
The wholesaler has to secure as aany outlets for his aerchan-
dise as possible, in order to aeet his sales quotas~ The wider the dis-
tribution he secures, the greater the percentage of the aarket he Will 
capture, thus aeeting the goals established by the aanufacturer. Most 
wholesalers connected with the appliance industry (such as The Eastern 
(19) Coapany) set as a goal 2~ penetration in its aarket. Thus it is 
_., 
easily seen that the wholesaler is faced with a treaendous problea of 
increasing sales to aeet his sales quotas, and yet at the saae time, 
trying to aaintain a balance between the discount house and other re-
tailers so as to obtain orderly distribution of its products. The 
wholesaler handles this problea ia a variety of ways, such as holding 
* warehouse clearance sales. 
A. Establish Private Brands 
Soae food wholesalers develop private brands as a protection 
against a change in the trade channels used by aanufacturers. By doing 
this wholesalers can alaost coapletely ignore aanufacturers' threats to 
reaove the franchise froa a particular wholesaler. Wholesalers can be 
soaewhat independent for they have a branded product of their own on 
which they aay rely. These wholesalers, in aost cases, are the saae 
ones who refuse to sell their aerehaadise to the discount houses. 
B. Give Into Dealer Pressure 
The following is a discussion of a situation in which the 
writer represented a discount house, Governaent Eaployees Mart. The 
author's job was to contact an appliance distributor and secure a fran-
chise to distribute his products in the Denver, Colorado area. The 
distributor, Western Appliance Coapany of Denver, refused to sell to 
the discount house. Mr. Thoapson, vice president, gave as one reason 
for this refusal the fact that his regular retail outlets were doing a 
fine job, and they did not want to jeopardize their position in the 
aarket. Even proaised a large, fixed, pre-planned voluae yearly, he 
still refused. He claiaed that his dealers had contacted hia and re-
quested Western Appliance Coapany not to sell the local discount houses. 
He was· aware of the fact that we carried and advertised his products. 
* See exhibit XIII 
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Be also realized that his fira would be blaaed for selling this aer-
chandise to the discount houses even if it did not sell thea. Despite 
this, he still refused to sell to Governaent Eaployees Mart. 
The author also contacted Brien's Discount Rouse in Lawrence, 
Massachusetts, and was told by Al Brien, the proprietor, that he lost 
the Zenith franchise in Lawrence because Barron TV coaplained of his 
price cutting to the Zenith distributor. He claias that his attorneys 
told him that he has cause for action under the Robinson-Pataan Act. 
c. Resale Price 
The Ward-Terry Coapany of Denver, distributors of RCA Victor 
and RCA Whirlpool products, is another exaaple of a distributor who re-
fused to sell the local discount houses. The reason this fira gave was 
that the discount house resold the aerchandise at too low a retail price. 
This type of refusal is ille~al under anti-trust laws and the discount 
house rushed to brin~ suit against the distributor. The discount house 
knew it had the law on its side, and felt that the newspaper publicity 
would be worth the expense involved. To date, the outcoae of the suit 
is unknown. As far as the discount house is concerned, though, it has 
succeeded in securing quite a bit of free advertising and publicity, all 
of which has been very favorable. 
• Recently in Hew York, there existed a siailar situation. 
Curto's, Inc., retail household electric appliances and 
Allied Merchandise, 48 Palisade Avenue, Yonkers, New York, 
has consented to disaissal of its coaplaint against Bruno-
Hew York, Inc., New York. 
* See exhibit III 
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Plaintiff's treble daaage suit for $900,000 reaain against 
Radio Corporation of Aaerica and four franchised distribu-
tors, Krich-Kew Jersey, Inc.; Allied Distributors-New Jersey, 
Inc.; Associated Distributors-New Jersey, Inc.; and K-R Services, 
Inc., related firas at 422 Elizabeth Avenue. 
Federal Judge Mendon Morrill signed the consent order disaiss-
ing the suit acainst Bruno-Hew York, an RCA franchised distri-
butor in Hew York City and vicinity. 
Reaaining defendants are charged with conspiracy in violation 
of the Sheraan Anti-Trust Act in alleged refusal to sell RCA 
trade-aarked products, particularly RCA-Whirlpool washing 
aachines, since April 11, 1958. Plaintiff claias a loss of 
$300,000. 
D. Selective Distribution 
Throuch the use of a selective policy, the distributor is able 
to liait the nuaber of his retail outlets. Be is also able to secure 
greater control and aore orderly distribution of his products. This 
aethod of distribution has proved to be very successful with aanufacturers, 
such as Magnavox and Stroaberg-carlson. 
Northeastern Distributors, the Zenith and Norge distributor in 
the Boston area, use a selective type of policy when dealinc with the dis-
count houses. They will take a particular Norge or Zenith aodel and aake 
it available to only one discount house. This helps to create larger 
aargins, for there exists less coapetition in the aarket place. For 
exaaple, in January 1960, a specific aodel of a Norge refrigerator was 
given to the Jordan Karsh Coapany for use in their January Birthday Sale. 
This saae aodel was not aade available for sale to Lechaere Sales Coapany. 
However, Lechaere Sales was given another aodel to sell which was not aade 
available to Jordan Karsh. In Deceaber 1959, the Philco branch in Boston 
and the Adairal branch in Boston each aade available to Lechaere Sales a 
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portable television set on an exclusive basis. No other dealer in the 
aetropolitan Boston area was able to purchase either of these two tele-
vision sets. 
Other distributors look at the problea froa the other point of 
view entirely. They try to handle the situation in hand, and eaploy aethods 
whereby they can secure the greatest advantages froa the discount houses. 
E. Secure Variation Models 
Soae distributors select a certain line of products and distri-
bute these aodels only to selected outlets. In Boston, we see RCA Victor's 
(20) 
Berkshire line of television sets as an exaaple. The local distribu-
tor selects certain discount houses aad independent dealers who will be 
able to sell a given itea. The distributor hopes this will reduce the 
coapetition aaong the retail outlets. It has proved successful, but 
greater success is desired. The other reason for such a aove is the hope 
of keeping prices up. Distributors supply the outlets with a retail guide 
price, which the retailer can follow in his advertising and proaotion. 
Since only a handful of outlets have the saae product, the retailer is 
encouraged to aaintain higher prices. Manufacturers have joined the whole-
salers in this effort by producing variation aodels, i.e., aodels with only 
slight differences in design and features. This situation existed for years 
in the furniture industry. 
F. Encourage Discount House Cooperation 
Distributors try to persuade the discount houses to cooperate 
with thea on different prograas. Certain discount houses in the Boston 
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area, such as J. M. Fields, Gilchrist, aad Zayres are co9perative, and 
will abide by the retail cuide prices recommended by the aanufacturer or 
• 
distributor. By so doing, they enable the saall retailer to live also. 
Other discount houses refuse to reco&uize any suggested prices and operate 
according to their own pattern. Koraan Cohen of Lechaere Sales stated 
that prices are set by the public and coapetition and not by any artificial 
rules of thuab set forth by a aanufacturer or a distributor. The Jordan 
Marsh Coapany believes it has to aeet the lowest price of any discount 
house that is brought to its attention by its custoaers or its shoppinc 
service because of its policy that "Jordan's will not be unctersold." 
G. Establish Direct Accounts 
Soae aaaufacturers set up accounts as A.D. accounts (direct 
accounts). (2l) By such aeans they are able to buy direct froa the factory 
at approxiaately ~ above the distributor cost. The distributor or factory 
branch receives a saall override for shipaents coainc into his territory. 
This enables Jordaa Marsh to receive soae aerchaadise from Philco at a 
cost which is 5-81 lower than the aversee appliance dealer. They are able, 
in this way, to cut prices down to their ainiaua. Lechaere and Gilchrist 
are also A.D. accouts which affords th• the saae price advantage Jordan 
*arsh enjoys. Motorola recently adoptecl this saae prograa. If the trend 
grows, we aay eventually see the eliaination of the distributor. This aove 
by Philco and Motorola has ancered those in other channels of distribution. 
Ia the Providence, Rhode Island area. Apex Tire Coapany is a Philco A.D. 
account. It often sells Philco products to the consuaer at a price within 
$5.00 of what the aversee dealer would pay for it. The result of this is 
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tllat Pllilco 's di.stributioa pattern llas litrokea dowa in .the lthode Islaad 
aarket. llaay dealers aow refuse to handle Pllilco products. Within the 
past aoatll, several larce'Pililco dealers chose to becoae coapetitive 
appliaace dealers. Tiley did not give up the Pllilco line, but they are 
puttiq less sales •pllasis. upon it in their stores. They Row will push 
the product offeriq tile greatest aarcill to th• •. Motorola llas not yet 
felt the effect of this, but if this policy is allowed to continue, it 
aadoubtedly will. 
Illdepeadent distributors look upon this aove as uabusinesslike 
aad unfrielldly. Factory branches caa do aothiaa about it. 
B.. General Electric's Policy 
llr. c. 11. Wilsoa of General Electric states that his coapany does 
sell to the discouat house today. In 1954, however, General Electric's 
Saall Appliance Divisioll seat a full-p&~e advertiseaent regardiDC dis-
counters to its dealers: 
Let us know who he is! If you have positive evidence that the 
fellow around the corner froa you is sellillg GE Saall Appliances 
less than Fair Trade prices •••• report it i .. ediately to the 
Fair Trade Section, General Electric Coapany, Bridgeport 2, 
Coaaecticut.<22> 
GB followed this policy for several years, but in 1957 it was 
forced to drop its progru. As a result of sucll ads as the one quoted 
above, GB was forced to bring suit agaillSt several of its larger appliance 
dealers for sellillg saall appliances below the Fair Trade price. Total 
coapaay sales were hurt by this, and the result was that Fair Trade was 
dropped altogether. 
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General Electric has a greater voluae of business than any other 
distributor in New Encland; its factory branch covers the entire area. It 
also has a lower overhead in relation to sales than does any local distri-
butor. As a result of these factors, Gl is able to offer better cost prices 
to the trade. It is popular with the public utilities, which push and pro-
aote GE products aore than they do any others. Thus it has an easier outlet 
for its goods. 
Also, General Electric, being a factory branch will often pass 
through to the dealer aerchandise at distributor cost in order to relieve 
the factory of excess inventory. This is possible because the parent coapany 
has large revenue froa other divisions of tae coapany, such as defense con-
tracts to help bear this burden. In addition, where the tax rate is so high, 
some aanufacturers use a portion of their profits to gain public acceptance 
of new iteas. This appears to be the case with General Electric where they 
spent large suas of aoney to gain a position in the washing aachine and 
dryer industry. This seeas also to be the case with Norge, a division of 
Borg Warner. They were aaking large suas of money at Borg Warner and di-
verted much of this to gain a foothold in the appliance industry. 
In addition, General Electric has established a quantity price 
policy. This gives price advantage to large customers like the discount 
house. The dollar saving offered by voluae purchases is treaendous, and 
thus large volume buyinc is encouraged. Examining the Boston area aore 
closely, one sees that only the large accounts, such as the discount houses, 
the departaent stores, public utilities and chains are able to take advan-
tage of this policy. The independents, then, find theaselves at a tremendous 
price disadvantage. The question arises as to how legal this type of prograa 
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is. It is legal so loag as the distributor can substantiate the price-
saviags clata by buyiag ia voluae aad by beiag able to ship directly to 
the custoaer froa the factory. For exaaple, a dealer purchasing a carload 
of refrigerators or laundry equipaeat direct froa the factory froa General 
Electric will save as aucb as $10 per unit, whereas a dealer buyiag the 
aaae quantity froa Whirlpool would oaly save aa average of $5 per unit. 
This tends to favor the large voluae p~cbasera of General Electric aer-
cbaadise. This iaforaatioa was obtained by coapariag both price lists at 
the store of M. Phillips and Son in East Bostoa. 
Even with its policy of sellial to discount houses, General 
Electric does aot sell to Lecbaere Sales or J. M. Fields in the Boston 
area. It follows this line of actioa because of tbe belief that it will 
get aore conceatration &Dd proaotioa. Aad aore buaiaesa is realized by 
beiDC selective in the other low aargin retailers, such as Zayres, Gilchrists, 
• • 
and Jordan Karsh. 
The Frigidaire factory braacb, on the other band, does not sell 
to Lecbaere or Zayres. Ria product already experieace wide acceptance, 
and does aot need this additioaal distribution through these low aargin 
retailers siace they are already gettiag 2~ of the refrigeration business 
in the New Eaglaad area. Also they feel that by conceatratiag on fewer 
discount houses they caa obtain aore orderly distribution of their product 
through all retail cbaaaels. 
It should be aoted at this tiae, however, that it is very diffi-
cult for a distributor to keep his product away froa a particular account 
if this account waats to display the product. Not oaly does traasshippiag 
.:I 
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prevent tllis, but for exaaple, a dealer in Bast Bostoa, "Issy" Phillips 
told the author tllat be is not a fraacllised General Electric or Frigidaire 
dealer yet he obtains their products at the direct car price. Be is able 
to do this because he is a large user and guarantees a saall account that 
he will take a certaia quantity of the product froa hia. In this way, the 
saall dealer is able to purchase his own requireaeats at the lowest price. 
This reciprocal arrangeaent is being used aore aad aore by the saall dealer 
to coabat the large voluae low aargin retailer. 
General Electric tries to sell as aany large accounts as possible 
aad has done the best sellille job of anyODe in selling directly to the 
builder. They have even set up builder dealers and classified large 
builders in this category to give thea a lower cost. They oftea give 
this type of account prices 8-1~ below those that are given to the large 
dealers. (Iacluded are such out fits as Cerel aad Periai). Dealers do not 
especially like this, but they are helpless. Soae have retaliated by 
dropping the lines or giviag tile products in questioa the so-called silent 
treataent. 
I. Future of the Distributor 
The •uestion naturally arises here as to the future of the dis-
tributor. There will always exist a regioaal base of distribution which 
will operate either through factory branch sales offices or iadependent 
distributors. The decision of an individual aanufacturer will depend upon 
the aaount of free aoney he has available. If he has suffici~t capital, 
like General Electric and Frigidaire, he probably will set up his own 
factory branch. This will give hia better control over the product. 
• However, aost aanufactur•rs do not have eaough aoney to set up their 
own distributorships across the country. 
Many aaaufacturera have adequate capital, but are agaiast 
settinc up their own distributiac braacaes other than a few for the 
purpose of keepiag a pulse oa the aarket, because they would like to 
have this aoney available for otaer eaterprises or expaasioa ia other 
directioas. For exaaple, tae Radio Corporatioa of Aaerica could un-
doubtedly operate its owa branches but they would rather divert this 
additioaal capital to new fields, suca as data processinc equipaent on 
which profit possibilities appears to be creater, to the establisbaent 
of a finance coapany to proaote its consuaers goods, or to research and 
developaent. . ' 
Therefore, in closing, it seeas likely that discouaters aow 
buying soft goods and food products in car lots will eventually deal 
directly with the suppliers. On tae other hand, distributors baadling 
such iteas as appliances, whick are sold by a large nuaber of saall out-
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lets, will less likely be affected by direct dealiags. Recall the superaarket 
in its beginniag years: it desired aationally advertised, pre-sold lines of 
aerchaDdise. It was able to buy in quantity and frequently able to pay 
cash. In this situation, the wholesaler was eliainated, for the superaarket 
absorbed aost of ais fuactioas. A siailar situation exists today in the 
discount houses, but I do aot believe they will be able to by-pass the 
distributors' services altogether. 
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PART I I I - IIIDUSTRY SPEAKS 
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CHAPTER VII - THE RETAIL APPLIANCE DEALERS SPEAK 
In this chapter, the author will relate a series of interviews 
conducted by Dealerscope Magazine. This aarketing publication, which 
coaes out monthly in the New England area, is directed towards the appliance 
and housewares industry. Mr. Michael K. Torf, publisher, bas over the past 
year been conducting interviews with appliance dealers and distributors. 
These dealers have been asked a series of questions relating to their feel-
ings and attitudes in regard to the appliance industry. Dealerscope bas 
been unable to interview all the big retail outlets in this area. The 
author bad the privilege of coapleting a portion of the interviewing of 
these key accounts. 
A. Mr. Pierre Martineau 
Mr. Gerald T. Martin interviewed Pierre Martineau, director of 
research and aarketing for the Chicago Tribune. Mr. Martineau said: 
••• price is only a part of this store's attraction. Off-hand 
one can also aention such things as a wonderful delivery service, 
a very wide variety of goods, and excellent reputation for repair 
service, above-average clerks, the best known brands, and so on. 
He continued by saying that every store should have a specific 
personality. He related an exaaple of one aerchandising operation which 
reseables a country fair. This is the operation of Sol Polk. Mr. Polk 
has created the type of ataosphere in his stores whi.ch •ttracts entire 
' ' ' ' ' ,- ~ , ; .... ~· . ' ... ·. . , ' 
families. Price is not the basic factor of the attract16'11~ Htllef'•'~all '· ··'· , .. 
the above-aentioned points have their share in its popularity. Mr. Martineau 
understands that every appliance dealer cannot be a Sol Polk, with his 
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imagination, his capital, and his flair for merchandising. But certainly, 
he believes, every dealer can create a specific personality in his store 
which will both attract people and aake it different from a competitor's 
store. 
B. Mr. Bud Tate 
Mr. Bud Tate of Bud Tate's TV, 74 West Hollis Street, Nashua, 
Mew Haapshire related his ideas about what will aake the saall appliance 
dealer successful in tae future. He believes that, today, service is the 
key note of success. To keep the custoaer happy is and should be the prime 
goaL of every appliance dealer. He stated further that as long as the saall 
appliance dealer supplies service, he will be able to coapete for the sale 
of appliances. • 
c. Mr. Gerald Zitser 
Mr. Gerald Zitser of Standard Furniture Co., 120 Dixwell Avenue, 
Bew Haven, Connecticut replied: 
•• ~under present condition, no. We all know business is terrible-
no one wants to sell appliances nowadays. At the end of the war 
there was a dealer's aarket and, naturally, thousands of young 
men went into the business. Bat they're not all in it now, though. 
At the present tiae it is a buyer's market and very few young aen 
are giving the appliance busiaess the eye. 
If I didn't gripe about the lousy profits in this business I would 
only be kidding ayself and everyone else. Dealers are just as 
auch to blaae as makers and distributors are. What a mix up! 
We're all giving away products. 
D. Mr. Eail c. Gauggel 
Mr. Bail c. Gauggel of Gauggel's Appliance Coapany, 834-836 
Diswell Avenue, Hamden,. Connecticut stated: 
••• there is a future in the appliance business for anyone, 
young or old, provided that he has the gumption and the 
aggressiveness to make his way. It's true the big are 
gobbling up .the small, but a dealer can still survive if 
he can take the fast·· pace and has nerves of steel to last 
through the long hours he has to put in. If he doesn't 
mind working for a dollar an hour, a young man can find a 
place in appliance retailing. 
I don't mind the large amount of work connected with this 
business, but I do object to the sad price structure of it. 
E. llr. James Jason 
llr. James "Skip" Jason of Boston Ship Service, Inc., 230 State 
Street, Boston, llassachusetts replied: 
••• population growth is still expanding at a rate sufficiently 
rapid to make room for new business and to continually renew 
the market potential. The trend, during the last six months 
particularly, toward healthier distributor-dealer relations 
with franchises again becoming aa object of respect and quality 
is heartening to a young man eyeing the industry. 
People are still price-conscious and aodel-number conscious 
which just goes to show how fast a blight hits the industry 
and how painfully slow it leaves. We've had to really push 
products to sell them at a decent profit and practically 
double our emphasis on product feature to make people stop 
seeing dollar signs every time they hear the word appliances. 
My ultimate gripe is certainly with the profit structure of 
the industry. But the gripe that gets my dander up is aimed 
at distributors who have caused the whole mess by selling to 
retailers who have no franchise or otherwise have no business 
selling appliances. These so-called dealers are cancers of 
the industry and hurt legitimate retailers more than large 
stores like Jordans or Lechmere ever could. 
F. Kr. Staaley W. Backus 
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llr. Stanley W. Backus of A.B.C. Radio and TV, 90 Burnside Avenue, 
East Hartford, Connecticut replied: 
••• too many customers have gotten burned in their dealings with 
large discounters and recently are beginning to patronize the 
saall dealer. I've noted an increase in sales of major 
appliances and I attribute it directly to this fact. Good, 
reliable service is a feature that many giants cannot give 
and the consuaers are realizing it aore and aore. People 
want service and have shied away froa price shopping. 
My gripe naturally is with distributors who neglect small 
dealers and cater to large stores. As long as there is an 
appliance industry there will be a small dealer. I don't 
care how fast or how popular super-market shopping grows 
or how stream-lined and sophisttcated large stores becoae, 
the consumer will always be a person and will desire the 
personal eleaent in retailing that the saall guy represents. 
The sooner the makers and distributors realize this, the 
better off they'll be. 
G. Mr. Sidney Gross 
Mr. Sidney Gross of the Rouse of Television, Inc., 1235 Albany 
Avenue, Hartford, Connecticut stated: 
••• it's very siaple, the appliance business today has no 
legitimate profit structure and as such is decadent. I, 
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for one, aa not going to beat ay head against a stone wall, 
getting an ulcer in the process, in an attempt to beat the 
cut-price artists. Every dealer, regardless of size, should 
coae out with a definite and legitimate profit. A $20 increase 
in major items right across the board wouldn't hurt sales at all. 
H. Mr. Charles 1f. McCarthy 
Mr. Charles w. McCarthy of Bestway Stores, Inc., 599 Main 
Street, Buffalo, New York said that: 
••• there are so aany things wrong with this business it's 
difficult to know exactly what to gripe about. Well, here's 
one for you: .The little dealer with no investment in business, 
no display, no advertising effort, who sells appliances for a 
$5 bill is a menace to the legitimate dealer. What I'• saying, 
then, is that a franchise isn't worth the paper it's written 
on when anybody and everybody can sell appliances. 
These dealers interviewed by Dealerscope all seea to be coaplain-
ing about the price structure and discounting. Some dealers blaae discounting 
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upon the aanufacturers, others upon the distributors, while still others 
like Elk Appliance Caapany of Buffalo, Mew York, blaae discounting upon 
the retailers themselves. Actually, who is to blaae is of little iapor-
tance; the problea is how to correct the situation. Several of these aen 
believe that a retail appliance dealer who supplies service will survive 
in today's aarket. Others feel that he will not survive. This is evidence 
that aaong the saall appliance dealers there exists a misture of opinions 
and feelings about a mutual problea. 
~I. Mr. A. Eisenpreis 
Mr. A. Bisenpreis, Research Departaent, Allied Stores, issued a 
report on "The Influence of the Discount House on Industry Growth". In 
this study, Mr. Eisenpreis states that the discount house has not contri-
buted to the industry's growth in the past 10 years. He points out,in his 
study, that during the golden era of the appliance discount store, the share 
of appliances bought as part of total personal consumption expenditures 
dropped 14 • .fl,. He i-edl.ately poses the question: "Doesn't this raise saae 
questions on the ability of the discount house to broaden sales and enlarge 
distribution?" If one exaaines the study carefully, it becoaes evident 
that it is very biased. It sets out to downgrade the discount house, while 
strengthening the position of the department store, especially Allied stores 
of which Jordan Marsh Coapany is a •-ber. 
At the end of his study, Mr. Bisenpreis poses a series of thought 
questions which, if answered in light of this article, would certainly 
achieve the object the author had in aind. These questions are: "How 
effective is the discount house as a growth factor?" "How powerful a 
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stimulator of expansion has it proven itself to be?., "How really desirable 
is it from the manufacturers' point of view?" 
J. llr. Jack Shelman 
llr. Jack Shelaan, aanager of the appliance department of Gilchrist's 
department store in Boston has very strong feelings on the subject of dis-
count houses. llr. Shelman, until very recently, had been eaployed by 
Lechmere Sales, the local discount house in the Boston area. He feels that 
there are two reasons for the rise of the discount house: first, the public 
has becoae very price conscious; second, the departaent stores were using 
the old, conventional pricing aethods, while the discount houses use dollar 
mark-up instead of a fixed percentage. llr. Shelman feels the department 
stores were making an unfair profit. Discounters saw this large gap between 
the cost and the retail selling price, and made the aost of it. Today, in 
appliances, this gap no longer exists, but it is still prevalent in other 
departaents. If the departaent stores hope to combat the discount houses, 
they aust streamline the pricing systea of their complete operation. 
Eventually, llr. Shelaan feels, a happy aedian will be reached; in fact, the 
'\ trend is in that direction already. 
He feels the wholesaler will always be needed. Those services 
cannot be done without, especially in the handling of appliances. He cited 
an example of the probleas that would occur if the retailer received damaged 
merchandise. He would have to go through a lot of red tape to get satis-
faction froa a manufacturer thousands of ailes away, whom he may not see 
aore than once a month. 
llr. Shelaan also believes that credit is going to be the downfall 
of the discount house. When a discount house gives credit, its overhead 
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costs naturally increase, bringing it closer and closer to the department 
store. 
Finally, he sees a definite need for independent retailers, and 
believes they will exist as long as people desire.service. 
K. Mr. Daniel Lunt 
Mr. Daniel Lunt, head of the appliance buyer's departaent of 
Jordan Marsh Coapany in Boston, seeas to feel that the saall retailers 
are not needed and are rapidly closinc up. Be feels that the future will 
be an era of big chains. He operates a central buying office for all the 
local Jordan Marsh stores, and by so doing, he is able to purchase in 
voluae and always secure the best price. Mr. Lunt feels that there is a 
definite need for the aiddleaan in the appliance industry. The services 
offered by the distributors are very valuable to the department stores. 
Be believes that the discount houses will collapse because they 
do not give credit and they have such poor service policies. People want 
service, and will go to the large retailers where they can find the right 
price along with service. Mr. Lunt went on to discuss the use of private 
brands. He said that their sales voluae at Jordan's was very saall at 
present, but the brands gave thea a weapon with which to fight the whole-
salers and manufacturers who are always pressuring them. They, at Jordan 
Marsh, try to coop~rate with the aanufacturers and wholesalers, but if a 
situation arises wherein they have to cut prices to aeet coapetition, they 
will do so regardless of the repercussions. 
L. Mr. Noraan Cohen 
Mr. Noraan Cohen of Lechaere Sales, Caabridge, Massachusetts, 
feels the growth of the discount house has just begun. On the subject 
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of whether or not be would like to be able to buy direct fro• the aanu-
facturer, by-passing the distributor, he expressed strong feelings. He 
feels that there is a definite need for the distributor to service the 
little appliance dealers who are unable to buy in volume. The large 
discount houses, however, should reserve the right to buy direct by car-
loads. They are to be called A.D. accounts (direct accounts). As mentioned 
earlier, Philco presently employs this aethod in the New England market. 
Mr. Cohen agrees with the regular direct accounts procedure of giving an 
override to the local distributor, up to ~. He feels that distributors 
are handy to have around, for when Lechaere needs advice or a fill-in aodel, 
it will have a ready local source. In short, he wants his run of the situa-
tion. 
At present he feels content with Lecbaere's size and does not 
believe that any iaaediate expansion or aerger is being contemplated. 
This, actually, contradicts the feelings of one of his salesmen. The 
latter feels that unless Lecbaere expands, its future does not seea very 
bright. 
11. llr. Lee Loumos 
llr. Lee Louaos of Lee Louaos Appliance, Newton, Massachusetts, 
feels that the saall independent retailer is here to stay. He is an insti-
tution that was here before bigness, and will exist far after it is gone. 
The little retailer bas to supply service. He has to build up a reputation 
of quality, satisfaction, and excellent service. People 10 years ago looked 
for service when they purchased appliances, while in the past several years, 
they have become price conscious. They expect all little retailers to 
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coapete with the discount houses and still provide service. This is 
impossible, aad Mr. Louaos bas refused to sell at anything below list. 
His sales declined by 5~, but recently they are on the rise again. His 
customers are demanding service as a prime factor. Price is not of major 
concern anymore. 
Mr. Louaos is rather upset at the notion that the chains, dis-
count houses, and department stores hope to drive out all the small inde-
pendent retailers. He said that if the situation ever got bad enough, he 
would lead a movement of all small service men of appliances in a boycott 
against servicing any merchandise which was purchased at a discount house. 
He feels this move would convince the big boys that the independents are 
here to stay and that they mean business. He blaaes the distributors who 
use these discount houses as outlets for excess volume. They, the distri-
butors, sell to the discount houses for clearance of an item at a price 
considerably lower than what the retailer usually pays for it. The dis-
count houses, then, are able to turn around and sell these items at exactly 
the saae price the retailer pays for thea. Thus the discount houses have 
a~treaendous price advantage over the small independent retailer. If this 
unloading did not exist, the retailer would only be at a 2 or ~ price dis-
advantage. 
Mr. Louaos .feels that a fixed annual wage would solve a tremendous 
problem. It would encourage a more careful consideration of production by 
the manufacturer. If the aanufactarer realizes he bas to pay a fixed annual 
wage, he will not over-produce at one time, and then close production down 
when times are poor. By maintaining a constant flow of merchandise, the 
manufacturer would not have to force aerchandise upon the wholesaler 
who then aust turn around and fill the retailers up with inventory. 
In closing, a point of interest is that Mr. Loumos is in 
the process of opening his second neighborhood store. This shows how 
I high his hopes are for the independent retailer. He has 5000 steady 
custoaers, with 5000 transients at present. With his new outlet he 
hopes to increase business considerably. 
Therefore, in suaaary, in order for the saall independent 
retailer to survive, he aust give a price conscious public soaething 
they value highly. This soaething, according to those retailers inter-
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viewed, is service. They believe that service will be the aeans by which 
they will be able to aatch the price cutters. These retailers all seea 
to blaae the distributor for their present situation of low profits. 
They feel that the distributor should refuse to sell their aerchandise 
to the discount houses. As pointed out earlier, these discount houses 
serve as an excellent outlet for the distributor's aerchandise. By 
selling to thea, the distributor is able to aeet his sales quotas es-
tablished by aanufacturers. Soae retailers also seea to blaae theaselves 
for their present state. They feel that they gave rise to the diecount-
ers by originally aaking too large a gross aargin. The author feels 
that these retailers are unjust in their blaaing the distributor, because 
the distributor is only doing his functioa in the aost efficient way. By 
selling to these discount houees, he is able to bring his costs down, so 
as to be able to sell his aerchandise to the indepeadent retailer at a 
lower price. Finally, however, the author feels that all retailers 
have awakeaed to the problea and will take the proper aeasures to 
aake sure that they.atay in business. 
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CHAPTER VI I I - THE WHOLESALERS SPEAK 
A. Mr. Lawrence B. Leavitt 
Mr. Lawrence B. Leavitt, president of Tracy Coapany, Inc., 
Providence, Rhode Island, a distributor of Hoffman television, radio, 
and phonographs as well as several lines of electric appliances says: 
••• to be successful in today'& heavily competitive marke~, the 
dealer must return to and live b~ the old reliable stand-bys of 
quality, service, and courtesy in dealing with his customers. 
Mr. Leavitt adds that an appliance distributor, to be success-
ful, must supply service and long hours. He also must keep his salesmen 
informed about the products and not overload the dealer with merchandise. 
B. Mr. Sol D. Freeman 
Mr. Sol D. Freeman of the Burden-Bryant Company, 126 Liberty 
Street, Springfield, Massachusetts believes that service is the key to 
his success and to the success of the dealers. He believes also that the 
small dealer should learn to display his goods properly, rather than just 
placing the appliances anywhere on the floor, with no thought to dramatic, 
colorful, or sales boosting arrangements. He adds that the price should 
be placed in the background; product features and benefits should be 
emphasized, not price advantages, as is so often done today. His distri-
butor salesmen at Burden-Bryant are required, at three dealer product 
meetings a week, to train the dealers in selling. All this, Mr. Freeman 
feels, helps to sustain a more intimate and personal relationship between 
the distributor and the dealer, rather than just a buyer-seller connection. 
C. Mr. Williaa T. Russell 
Mr. William T. Russell, general sales aanager of Appliance 
Wholesalers, Inc. , a division of Me.caw Industries, states that to be 
successful is no easy.task. Be also feels that: 
••• appliance and housewares dealers in our area don't really 
have too auch to worry about froa the discounters. 
They're pretty lucky in that regard hereabouts, but they don't 
depend on luck, for their livelihood. Their Yankee heritage of 
industry and sound business acumen still runs the show in these 
parts. 
D. Mr. George I. Cohen 
Mr. George I. Cohen, executive vice president and general 
manager of Northeastern Distributors, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
was also interviewed by Dealerscope Macazine. Mr. Cohen believes that 
the dealers' biggest problea today is pricing and it is the distributors 
obligation to help the independent dealer in solving his problems. Be 
believes that aore dealers will collapse because of pricing than for 
any other reason. Mr. Cohen adds: 
••• aany dealers act as though they are unaware of the aerchan-
dising evolution our industry has been undergoing ••• Discounting 
is. not a postwar phenomenon, as aany say think. It's been with 
us a long tiae - since certain retailers saw a chance of doing 
an increased volume of business at lower operational costs so 
they could reduce selling price by passing the discounts on to 
their customers and thereby grab a bigger percentage of the 
available market. 
The independent dealer should be a joiner, an active participant 
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in a wide variety of coaaunity activities so that he is not thought 
of just as another aan out to aake a dollar. 
It is iaportant for the dealer, if he is located near a aass 
volume dealer either in the city or suburbs, to build up a good, 
reliable service business since he cannot hope to compete with 
the giants or supers on voluae and price alone ••• he must sell 
at a price sufficient to cover the cost of service he will 
feel obliged to provide. Above everything else ••• that the 
dealer in this heavily competitive era and field, must sell 
himself to make his business successful, whether it is a one 
man affair or if he employes aany on his sales staff. 
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Then, whenever and wherever we as distributors can be of 
assistance - be it in staging promotions, designing advertising 
procraas, training salesmen, giving aales and service counaelling 
or helping the dealer set up a better bookkeeping, inventory and 
record system - he can be assured of our complete cooperation. 
E. Mr. Alan Steinert 
On February 16, 1944 at the Hotel Kenmore, Boston, Massachusetts, 
Kr. Alan Steinert, president of The Eastern Company, delivered an address 
to the Massachusetts Retail Appliance and Furniture Dealers Association. 
In this speech, Mr. Steinert discussed a few of the problems presented in 
this paper. One of the questions he discussed related to the future of 
an independent wholesaler such as The Eastern Company. In answering this 
question, he stated: 
••• it appears to ae that the functions performed by the whole-
saler -warehousing, handling of retailers' accounts, sales 
promotion, technical service, sales training, have to be per-
formed by someone. If the wholesaler is eliminated, he is 
replaced by factory personnel in one fora or another, and the 
same costs are recreated. I foreaee no change here, except for 
a lessening of the distributor's gross profit. His net profit 
aust be eked out from a thinner aarcin in the futre. 
When faced with the question of whether price cutting will return, 
and, if it does, how soon, Mr. Steinert replied: 
••• many former price cutters have had unexpected practice at 
selling at list price or better. Some of thea will stay with 
their new found policy. While goods are in short supply, price 
cutting will not be a factor. The new discount structure, 
shorter profits, will discourage fake allowances, straight 
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price cuts. Trade associations such as this one will strentthen 
the picture. New strong eatrants into the field, the tire ~ 
companies, furniture stores who previously have not sold appliances 
with vigor but who after the war will address themselves, for 
exaaple, to getting their share of the refrigerator market, which 
they scorned because of the low mark-up; department stores long 
starved for their foraer appliance volume, and the utility companies, 
will become a pressure group for price maintenance, and this 
pressure will tend to ke~p manufacturers and wholesalers in line 
for sometime to come. When the supply exceeds the demand, however, 
I venture the guess that the buying public will not be slow to find 
a way to save some money here and there with the cooperation of some 
of our merchant friends. That is life and we might as well face it. 
Fortunately we all will have made plenty of money by then, I hope. 
One can see that over 16 years ago, Mr. Steinert almost predicted 
what the appliance industry would look like now. Today, Mr. Steinert feels 
the saae way about the future of the independent wholesaler. His executive 
staff has similar feelings. Mr. Joseph P. Maloney, vice president of The 
Eastern Company, considers the discount house to be "another" channel of 
distribution. Executives at The Eastern Company feel strongly and think 
realistically about selling to the discount houses. As Mr. Steinert said 
in his speech, "That is life, and we might as well face it." 
F. Mr. Kilton Shore 
Moving now to another group of wholesalers, let us consider the 
shoe industry. Mr. Kilton Shore, merchandising manager of Morse Shoe 
Company, told the author that his firm achieved the major part of its 
volume by dealing with discount houses. They are the greatest outlet for 
merchandise today. Morse Shoe Company, at one time, bad quite a few of 
their own small independent shoe stores. Today, they operate only a few 
of these outlets, while their major eaphasis is upon 90 leased departments 
in major discount houses from Chicago east to this coast. 
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G. llr. Saauel Weiner 
llr. Saauel Weiner, one of the partners of Wayne Shoe Company 
of Boston, told the writer that his company sells to approximately 250 
discount houses. In fact, the discount house chain by which the author 
was eaployed, Goveraaent Eaployees Kart, purchased shoes from Wayne Shoe 
Coapany. Their other accounts iD the Denver, Colorado area resented this 
fact, but the voluae for Wayne Shoe Company froa the discount house was 
greater by far than that froa the saall retail outlets. 
B. Mr. Lester A. Forsyth 
llr. Lester A. Forsyth, a salesman for Vaughn Electrical Coapany 
of Soaerville, Massachusetts, wholesalers of Tappan ranges and Sunbeaa 
Appliances feels that distributors have a very bright future. They are 
needed to issue credit and to contact saall retailers, of whom there are 
great nuabers. Mr. Forsyth feels that the services offered at the discount 
houses are very poor and that the coasuaer will soon revert back to the 
independent retailers for their purchases. Distributors should use all 
their ingenuity to derive means whereby they could avoid selling the dis-
count houses. Be knows there exist no legal means of not selling the 
discount houses, but underhanded methods could be eaployed. One means 
would be by not filling orders seat in by discount houses even if the 
aerchandise were in stock, or a second aeans would be to always complain 
of being out of inventory when a discount house sends in an order. But, 
whatever happens, the distributors should band together to do something 
to combat the discount houses. 
In conclusion, the distributor believes that the saall inde-
pendent retailer will survive if he gives adequate service, quality, and 
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courtesy. The retailer should establish a good showrooa where aer-
chandise can be properly displayed so that its features will become 
important to the consuaer. The distributors are taking a personal 
interest in the preservation of these retailers. They are conducting 
classes to instruct thea upon the proper merchandising techniques. The 
distributor is also encouraging the retail dealer to be a joiner and to 
be a participant in local coaaunity affairs. This will create a favor-
able iapression of hiaaelf to his prospective custoaers. The distributor 
is all for the growth of the independents; but still realizes, at present, 
he aust sell his merchandise to the discount houses in order to aaintain 
a good dollar gross profit. 
CHA,PTER IX - THE IIARUFACTURERS SPEAK 
A. Swank Jewelry Company 
At a recent visit to the Swank Jewelry Company of North 
Attleboro,.Massachusetts, the author discussed with management their 
attitude towards discount houses. Management stated that Swank tries 
to maintain an established list price, which implies, of course, that 
they ~ry to keep their products out of the discount houses. They feel 
they have an item in great deaand, and there exists no need to reduce 
prices to increase sales. They claia a very close relationship with 
their retailers and do not want to do anything which would jeopardize 
their excellent position. 
B. The Whirlpool Corporation 
A manufacturer with a completely opposite point of view is 
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the Whirlpool Corporation. Mr. Sol Goldin, Manager, Key Accounts Division, 
St. Joseph, Michigan, delivered a speech recently in Boston to executives 
of Whirlpool's local independent distributor on the subject of discount 
houses. Mr. Goldin began by defining key accounts: "It is any account, 
department store, chain store, large appliance store, or furniture store 
considered a prestige store in its individual coaaunity, doing extensive 
advertising, known to do a large sales volume, carrying now or having the 
potential for, displaying and selling all major appliance product categories." 
Key accounts offer several definite advantages to the distributor and manu-
facturer. Among thea are: prestige; stability of sales through smaller 
fluctuation; minimum of credit risk; ability to handle large volume promo-
tional prograas; ready source for large liquidation; showcase for products; 
exposure to heavy traffic; and aore advertising lineage at lower costs. 
With all these points in aind, Mr. Goldin stressed the developaent of new 
key accounts. These new accounts are needed to replace the ones which 
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have been lost to W~irlpool. One aust reaeaber that it is important to 
cultivate key accounts in good periods as well as rough ones. This insures 
good business continually. As manufacturers, they realize that these key 
accounts are custoaers of the distributor, and only the distributor is the 
custoaer of the manufacturer. Therefore, Whirlpool will neither visit a 
key account without a distributor principal, nor answer aail without a 
carbon copy going to the distributor. In short, they always try to ceaent 
the relationship between distributor and dealer. Whirlpool, today, con-
ducts several definite prograas desicned to get theaselves, the distributor, 
and the dealer better acquainted. These range from dealer trips to the 
sending of key accounts to school to learn about Whirlpool. 
Mr. Goldin also aade aention of the changing pattern of distri-
bution. The newcoaer, in the key accounts category, is the low aargin 
retailer. Be usually builds a low-cost, cinder block, one floor building, 
adjoining one of the shopping areas. Be is becoaing increasingly important 
and should be watched carefully, for he constitutes an excellent outlet 
for merchandise. 
In closing, Mr. Goldin listed the points which constitute an 
outstanding dealership as the aanufacturer sees it. It is a dealer of 
any given size, in any given aarket who exposes the manufacturer's full 
line of basic models in a clean, attractive, and partially automated 
display. The dealer aust carry an inventory which allows for normal 
turnover to aake a profit - a share of which should be retained in the 
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business. He should constantly service the products, and advertise in 
aost media, if he is an advertising dealer. He should maintain a well-
trained selliag organization which is always striving to build accept·ance 
of the products. Obviously, this excludea the dealer who transships or 
accepts transshipped aerchandise, who fakes his advertising rates, or even 
runs non-conforaing cooperative advertising ads knowingly, then subaits 
for coo9erative advertising participation. ··He definitely does not embarrass 
his distributor or supplier with unethical practices or unhealty pricing 
practices. This last stateaent relates to quite a few discount houses as 
well as other key accounts; yet manufacturers still continue to sell thea 
for very obvious reasons. They hope that the future with bring a brighter 
picture, in which full cooperation will exist. ·They feel that, today, they 
are heading toward a brighter future and manufacturers are aore and aore 
beginning to sell to discount houses. Soae are selling to thea direct, 
but Whirlpool states that "their only customer is the distributor". As 
long as they follow such a policy, independent distributors will exist. 
c. Monitor Equipaent Corporation 
Mr. Louis I. Falzer, national sales manager of the Monitor 
Equipaent Corporation, New York City, New York, believes that we are 
heading into an era of bigness. Everything points to the advantages 
of being big, in order to receive definite price advantages. Discount 
houses are moving into other fields; soft goods are becoaing a aajor 
portion of their business. These dis.count houses take a very low margin 
on appliances which are nationally advertised, but they aake it up on the 
soft goods by aaking an excellent profit. Some discount houses are not 
as fortunate and are unable to expand. Such houses are folding up fast. 
Two exaaples of this are Magees of Boston and Sunset stores of New York. 
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Retailers experiencing increased price disadvantages are form-
ing cooperatives, in order to aeet the prices quoted by the discount 
houses. One such fira is Marta Cooperative headed by Charles Hayden, 
113-20 Jamaica Avenue, New York. This Cooperative has 56 aeabers, enabling 
aass purchases to receive the lowest price. A second such cooperative is 
B.B.D.O. in Newark, New Jersey. It has 75 member stores which enables it 
to buy merchandise from their sources at a lower price than even Korvettes 
or Masters. 
Mr. Falzer believes, as a aanufacturer, that there is a definite 
need for a middleman, and as long as he is a manufacturer he will always 
use middlemen. 
As one can see, aaaufacturers, who have a strong deaand for their 
products, use every possible means to keep their aerchandise out of the hands 
of the discount house. On the other hand, other manufacturers coapletely 
endorse the sale of their aerchandise to these "key accounts". They supply 
several definite advantages to the aaaufacturer: service; less credit risk; 
exposure of aerchandise; and large displays of product. With all of these 
advantages, however, aany aaaufacturers will not sell direct, for they see 
the need for the services of the distributor. And they do not contact any 
retail account without the distributor's representative being present. As 
these manufacturers see it, the distributor will always exist in the appliance 
industry, and they will always have use of his valuable services. The author 
has showa this belief throughout the study, and also feels that the manu-
facturer will always need the appliance distributor. 
CHAPTER! - MAGAZIJIE PUBLISHER SPEAKS 
Kr. Michael Torf, publisher of Dealerscope, the aarketing 
aacazine for appliance wholesalers, retailers, and a&Dufacturers, has 
very strong feelings in regard to discounting. At the present tiae he 
is working with Professor Malcola P. McNair, of the Harvard Business 
School, several discount house operators, and a group of trade aagazine 
publishers in preparation of a report on discounting. 
Mr. Torf feels very confident that the saall independent re-
tailer will continue to survive in years to come. The deaand for the 
services offered by these retailers is growing. Be also expresses 
assurance that the'wholesaler will prosper in future years. 
Mr. Torf presented the author with two of his speeches, to be 
published in forthcoming issues, which seem to sua up very perceptively 
the discounting scene • 
••• historians may set down the 10 years now drawing to a close 
as the Frantic or the Fabulous Fifties, but to retailers the 
country over it aost certainly will be thought of as the "Decade 
of Discounting".· 
Whether you agreed with it or not, even if it didn't agree with 
you and your preferred way of doing business, the Decade of 
Discounting certainly was the characteristic aercantile trend 
of the post-Korean war era. However, like all trends, whether 
historical or econoaic, the discounting dementia did not just 
happen - it was caused and it is fairly easy now in retrospect 
to distinguish the aajor contributing factors aaking up this 
revolutionary system of retailing. 
Primarily discounting was the product of three basic hungers: 
the hunger of the consuaer, appliance and hard goods starved 
froa the years of war-tiae deprivation and eager to buy, buy, 
buy!; the hunger of soae aggressive merchants for greater voluae 
and greater profits (what better way to steal your coapetitor's 
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business than by drastically underpricing him?); and the long 
ignored hunger gnawing at the vitals of big retail outlets 
(e.g., most department stores) for up-to-date accounting pro-
cedures, stock control methods, in-store efficiency programs, 
and realistic pricing. 
Granted, then, that discounting was basically the product of 
hunger (and how voracious that appetite proved is only too 
evident today!), just why did it catch on so rapidly and so 
co.pletely? We have witnessed an era when many a retailer 
has been acclaiaed a aerchandising "genius" simply because 
he stocked nationally known brands of appliances, for example, 
and cut the selling price on them to the bone. Naturally, 
given the ideal conditions of a seller's market, his resulting 
voluae was impressive. 
The public, eager as it usually is to snap up a real bargain, 
is a fickle mistress, however, demanding more of her assiduous 
lovers than an unvaried diet, albeit a diet of champagne and 
caviar. She no longer responds as avidly to the erstwhile 
magic lure of "discount" and is looking for something new. 
What will rearouse the dormant passion for buying in her 
breast? The waning allure of price alone certainly won't do 
it, since her tastes now are more sophisticated. 
Do we have in store for us a decade future historians will 
label the "Sensational Sixties'' or will a more sober sobriquet 
such as the "Sensible Sixties" be appended to this upcoming 
period? Despite the prognostications of economic experts and 
parlor pundits, the bold truth is that nobody knows for sure. 
There may be straws in the wind that those gifted with acute 
foresight may be able to gather into a definite haystack, but 
as yet we ~an, for the most part, only guess at what's in store. 
This is not to say that discounting, probably the world's third 
oldest profession, will disappear from the market place during 
the next decade. As long as there is competition, we'll have 
' some merchants who discount. But the only dealers who will 
depend primarily on discounting to move merchandise in the 
future are those dealers'devoid of imagination and real selling 
ability or some who may not as yet have tried discounting 
seriously. 
Is the era of the appliance supermarket dawning or will there 
be a reversion to the stronger independent appliance dealership? 
We believe that the latter is the case, that what happened to 
the independent neighborhood grocer when faced with the crushing 
competition of the supermarket will not and cannot happen to the 
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independent dealer. We are not selling fruits and vegetables, 
pork chops and hot dogs - with so little distinction, one brand 
from another, that all we have to do is line 'em up on a shelf 
and let the customer serve himself. Our business does not lend 
itself to the self-service principle to anywhere near the extent 
that soft goods do. We still need the personal element, the 
element of personal selling, personal servicing, and personal 
proaoting. We can't depend on aational advertising alone to do 
the job for us. 
If the individual dealerships will tend, then, less to the all-
encompassing giants, what will be the nature of these stronger, 
if smaller, independent dealerships? 
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We feel certain that although they may not be as impressive in 
volume sales, they will be stronger, more solid, more aggressive, 
and more stable dealerships. It should be evident by now to even 
the most casual observer of the appliance scene that both distri-
butors and aanufacturers today are going all out to encourage and 
educate the dealer, to help him modernize his bookkeeping methods, 
revamp his inventory and service operations, to entice him to 
participate more actively in dealer-designed clinics and sales 
education programs. 
And the dealer is responding wonderfully to this treatment. He 
is well on the way to becoming ~he best informed and most reliable 
retailer modern industry can boast of, with an improved selling 
technique his free-wheeling discounter of yesterday felt was un-
necessary. 
But yesterday was a seller's market. and today and for many days 
to come we are operating in a buyer's market, with a buyer more 
sophisticated, more selective and more demanding than his immed-
iate predecessor. 
The independent dealer also has another factor working very 
strongly for him in the very bigness of the giant retailer's 
way of doing business. As the giant gets bigger, he makes more 
and greater demands of his suppliers; he tries to find ways to 
circumvent the distributor altogether when this is possible and 
to buy direct from the manufacturer. The distributor, as a re-
sult, certainly is far more disposed to help the independent 
dealer more, to help prevent his being swallowed up by the industry-
created frankenstein of the giant chain. The wooing of the giant 
dealer by the distributor is termiaating. We are evolving toward 
a period of a more cooperative distributor and a more enlightened 
independent dealer who is finding it to his advantage to accept 
the help offered by factory and distributor. 
This is the way we see things shaping up for the industry in the 
years ahead. 
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Our industry, like most others, has its share of popular beliefs 
and generalities that are comaonly taken at face valus and seldom 
really investigated. 
One of the current theories in the appliance business (given 
credence particularly by factory and distributor personnel) is 
that 80 per cent of the appliance business in this country is 
done by 20 per cent of the dealers. Just how valid is this 
theory, we wonder. 
We don't doubt that it has soae validity (you can do alaost any-
thing you want with figures) but we do question the total applica-
tion of this theory to all the appliance retail business done the 
country over. 
Where the theory does apply with some regularity, probably, is in 
the metropolitan areas of the nation's big cities - the Bostons, 
the New Yorks and the Chicago&. In theae specified areas, if you 
take 20 per cent of the large low margin retailing dealers and 
add up their percentage of market figures, chances are it will 
turn out they are grabbing the lion's share of the appliance 
business in these areas. 
But what happens when you get, say, 40 miles outside of Boston? 
Is the pull of the handful of retail giants as great, are they 
still grabbing off nearly all the appliance business to be had 
in these outlying sections? Obviously not! 
Why, then, does this appliance myth perpetuate itself. Because, 
when the impressive metropolitan facts and figures are quoted to 
and by manufacturers and distributors, they are used to serve 
soaeone's particular purpose. 
These men are co .. itting the primary logical fallacy of arguing 
from the particular to the general, of mistaking the part for 
the whole. What is needed here to get a realistic picture is 
not a portion of the market but the entire market. 
This error in logic leads directly to another misconception, one 
that can be detrimental to the whole appliance business - "the 
future of the appliance industry lies with the big low-margin 
retailers and chains." The truth of the matter, of course, is 
that the future of our industry lies just as much if not more 
with the growing, aggressive and progressive aiddle-size dealers 
who, with luck and help, will be the big dealers of toaorrow. 
No industry remains healthy that is static. We are not now, and 
never have been, opposed to bigness for bigness' sake. We have no 
desire to hamper or hamstring initiative and free enterprise. 
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Certainly there is room in an industry as large and dynamic as ours 
for all kinds of dealers - froa the smallest to the biggest, from 
small town neighborhood dealerships to giant city and shopping 
center-type low-margin retailers - and at present we need all kinds. 
To avoid stagnation, however, we must make it possible for the middle-
size progressive dealer to grow, to capture a larger share of the 
market and to be in a more competitive position. We must attract 
new faces and dealerships and this group offers the greatest potential. 
Already there are signs in the wind that the one-stop theory of 
shopping as advocated by the suburban shopping centers is not the 
rosy answer to all retailing needs it was cracked up to be-. The 
huaan element, always unpredictable, still is a factor that has to 
be taken into consideration. 
In the business world we deal in "futures" - not in the past or even 
too much in the present. We buy for the future, we advertise for 
tomorrow's not only today's business and we make our plans with the 
future in mind, albeit a future with obvious roots in the past and 
present. The logical conclusion to be drawn froa all this is that 
we must build for the future, lay the groundwork for the future. 
Successful dealers are not built up overnight. If the appliance 
industry accepts the 80-20 theory and rejects the significance and 
potential of the middle-size dealership, then it is not building for 
the future, but on the past and present and stagnation results. 
Stagnation leads to decay and the rest is obvious. 
The opposite of this - planning for the future, making it possible 
for the smaller guy to grow bigger, for the industry to expand in 
a healthy, non-monopolistic manner - is the desired objective and 
really the only possible objective from the long-range point of view 
of our in~ustry if it is to have a real future. 
To do this, it is imperative that growth is not haapered by rigid 
policies and rules. As long as a dealer has potential, his ideas 
and requests must be carefully examined in relationship to the needs 
of his market. 
Factory policies and money should be leveled and aimed where both 
will do the most good. No one policy or prograa can be all things 
to all people or markets. Flexibility and foresight go hand in 
hand with future growth. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Ia su.aary, Mr. Torf feels that it takes years of growth to 
becoae an established retailer of appliances, and that this factor will 
enable the saall independent retailer to survive. Be says only those 
retailers who have no iaagination or'selling ability will resort to 
discounting. The aanufacturer and wholesaler are in the process of 
training the retailer on efficiency of operation, not only for his 
preservation, but also for their own. The trend is to buy direct froa 
aanufacturers, thus, the distributor wants to secure his own position. 
He is able to achieve this by helping the saall retailer grow with aew 
ideas. He feels very confident that the independent appliance dealer 
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will not vanish froa the aarket place, as did occur with the saall 
neighborhood grocer. The personal eleaent is needed in choosing appliances, 
and only the independent retailer can give the coasuaer this personal 
touch. The author's beliefs differ slightly fro• Mr. Torf's. The author 
feels that the independent, saall retailer aust take the necessary steps 
for survival, and that he should not rely on only the aid froa the aanu-
facturer and wholesaler. 
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PART IV - THESIS SUMMATION 
CJfAP'l'Bil XI - COJICLUS ION 
It is the author's belief that the discount house or low 
aargin retailer will be a peraanent fixture in the sale and distribu-
tion of food iteas, soft goods, and appliances and television sets. 
And their iaportance in this distribution pattern will increase as 
the supply of available goods becoaes over-abundant because of over-
production by·the aanufacturer or a falling off in sales resulting in 
an unbalanced supply in relation to the deaand. 
Whether or not a discount house will be able to buy direct 
froa the aanufacturer will depend largely on the type of aerchandise 
involved. Soft goods and groceries because of their nature lend thea-
selves aore to direct selliDC by the aanufacturer to large retailers 
than do appliances. The policy of the aanufacturer with regard to 
appliances being sold directly to the large low aargin retailer, chain, 
or departaent store, will depend upon the acceptance of his products by 
the public and upon the type of 'distribution he has set up for his pro-
ducts. The priaary aia of the aanufacturer is to get as high a percent 
of industry or aarket penetration for his products as is possible and 
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aake a profit. Soae aanufacturers would be content to aake only a 
aanufacturing profit and break even at the distribution level. Many 
aanufacturers, such as, General Electric, Westinghouse, Frigidaire, and 
Kelvinator, have felt this to be so iaportant that they distribute through 
factory owned branches. Of course, the branch aanager wants to operate 
at a profit because it affects his total coapensation, but he is over-
ruled when the nuaber one job is to get voluae. These aanufacturers with 
factory branches have assigned wider distributing areas to their branches 
in order to reduce the operating costs in relation to voluae. This 
gives thea an advantage over independent distributors who operate with 
saaller territories. 
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On the other hand, other appliance and television aanufacturera, 
have cone with independent distributors aostly because they feel that they 
cet better aana,eaent when an individual puts his own private capital into 
a business. They also feel that they. cet more peraanency of top aanage-
aent at the local level throuch privately owned independent distributors. 
In aany cases, those aanufacturera wao distribute througa independent 
distributors have a few locations in the country where they also operate 
through factory owned branches. This is done for several reasons. Either 
they are unable to get local capital with the know how to run a good 
representative operation in the aarket, or they want to have a few branches 
for teat purposes to keep their pulse on what is happening to their pro-
ducts insofar as the.dealers and the public are concerned. They also do 
this in order to try out experiaenta in aerchandising a certain procraa 
before asking the. independeat distributor to undertake a prograa which 
aight be very coatly. An exaaple of the firat type where the aanufacturer 
was unable to aet iadependent capital and know how was when the J. H. Burke 
Coapany, Philco diatributors in the Boston trading area, gave up the fran-
chise, Philco had to open a factory branch, and in less than two years 
have had to change branch managers. An exaaple of the second type is 
where RCA Victor, Zenith, and Adairal have factory owned branches in 
Chicago to keep their pulae on the business and to try experiaents in 
promoting and aerchandising their products. It is a well known fact, 
however, that where aarkets equal or nearly equal in size and in aarket 
potential exist, the independent distributor does a better overall job 
than does the factory operated branch. 
Manufacturers who wish to obtain a proper share of the aarket 
know that they aust get business froa the saall and large appliance re-
tailer, froa the furniture store, froa the discount house, froa the de-
partaent stores, and from the aerchandising public utilities in proper 
balance. Of course, if the aanufacturer could through the independent 
distributor or factory branch get business froa all of these sources, 
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then the situation would be ideal. In order to aake sure that the appliance 
retailer stay in business, aany aanufacturers have set up finance companies 
that are affiliated in one way or another with the parent company. These 
finance coapanies aake it possible for the dealer to buy appliances from 
the distributor or factory branch by paying down only 1~ of the total 
purchase price and no interest charges on the balance of the order for 
periods ranging froa 90 to 180 days. This is indeed an iaportant factor 
te the small dealer to whoa interest is a good percent of cost of doing 
business. Of course, it aeans soaeone froa the finance coapany checking 
the dealers stock every thirty days to aake sure he has not sold out of 
trust. The larger accounts do not take advantage of this "free interest" 
prograa because they do not want an outsider checking their inventory 
periodically. They would like the distributor or aanufacturers to pass 
on the cost of this free floor planning to thea in the fora of an extra 
discount. The aanufacturers who now have these affiliated finance coapanies 
are Geaeral Electric, with General Electric Contracts Corporation; Frigidaire, 
with Geaeral Motors Acceptance Corporation; Kelvinator, with Redisco, or 
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Refrigerator Discount Corporation; Whirlpool and RCA Victor with Appliance 
Buyers Credit Corporation. All of these finance coapanies have grown by 
leaps and bounds because they also handle retail contracts for the re-
tailer and today aake a profitable contribution to the profit and loss 
stateaent of the parent coapany. 
Some aanufacturers who do not have the capital to set up factory 
branches or finance coapanies have had to resort to other tactics to coa-
pete and protect the saall appliance retailer whoa they consider their 
life blood. They have contributed to the cost of financing through local 
banks. They have extended the teras of payaent. And in soae cases, 
companies such as Magnavox and Stromberg Carlson have tried through selec-
tive distribution and liaited production to establish resale prices and 
thus protect its dealers' profits. This works as long as: 
1. They have product properly styled and priced in relation 
to coapetition. 
2. They keep up with or ahead of coapetition in technological 
changes and advances. 
3. They aaintain an adequate local supply of replaceaent 
parts and train dealers or a local service organization 
properly to service the product. 
The author concludes, therefore, that the aanufacturer, through all of the 
aforeaentioned wants very auch to keep all types of outlets operating at a 
profit and a part of the channel of distribution so as to obtain for it-
self a bigger share of the aarket on its products. 
The independent appliance distributor or factory branch aust take 
its lead and guidance froa the aanufacturer because he is the voice and 
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representative of the aanufacturer ia a particular geographical area. 
The distributor or factory branch aanacer aust aot only get a proper 
share of the aarket potential, but aust also try to get orderly distri-
bution of the products in his area so as not to jeopardize his accounts 
receivables. Therefore, he will have to aaintain a proper balance of 
sales between the large and small discount houses, the department stores, 
chain, and the so-called legitiaate retailer. He aust aake sure that 
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the dealer in the rural area is trained properly to render good service 
on his products. Purtheraore, the saall independent retailer is iapor-
tant to the distributor as an outlet for new products which require 
specialized selling, hoae demonstrations, and special installations. 
On this type of product, a high gross dollar profit is essential if a 
retailer is going to becoae interested ia the promotion of these items. 
The saall retailer is also iaportant for the sale of high ticket items, 
where price alone is not the deteraining factor in making the sale. 
Por the reasons stated above, the distributor or factory 
branch will have to take the necessary steps without violating the 
Robinson-Pataan Act to aake sure that the saall dealer survives and 
reaains an iaportant segment in the distribution of appliances. He 
will have to keep after the manufacturer to aake available to hia aany 
aore variation aodels so as to be able to satisfy the various categories 
of retail outlets and keep them out of each other's hair. He will have 
to get the aanufacturer to aake smaller and more frequent production 
runs of these variation models. He aay have to resort to "no suggested 
list prices" similar to the practice now followed by soft goods manu-
facturers. 
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Because the distribution of appliances requires the extension 
of credit to the retailer, aggressive advertising and sales promotion 
prograas, the aaintainance of an adequate inventory in relation to sales 
of all products, the availability of service and replaceaent parts locally, 
and service traininc, there will always be a place in the appliance industry 
for the efficient, well aanaged appliance distributor. 
Since it is inevitable that the distributor and the factory 
branch are coinc to sell the large discount house or low aarcin retailer 
appliances, and at the saae time cooperate with the other channels of dis-
tribution to maintain a balance, the saall independent retailer aust do 
the following if he is to survive. Be aust work aore closely with the 
distributor in foraulatinc sales proaotion and advertising procraas in 
relation to his purchases. Be aust put in good window displays and take 
I 
advantage of the service beinc offered by the distributor. Be must aake 
certain that either his personnel are adequately trained to service the 
product or aake the necessary arrangeaents through the distributor for 
service through a centralized service organization. Only by following 
the above recoaaendations, can he hope to aake a profit and survive. 
The department stores realize that positive action is needed 
by thea to compete with the discount house whose newer and aore aodern 
less expensive buildings in suburban areas enable thea to operate at a 
lower cross aarcin. The original thinkine of the departaent store was 
that the competition froa the discount houses was only on appliances, 
television, and hard goods. They felt that they had so many different 
departaents to attract traffic to their store that they could afford to 
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ignore the discount ho~e - large and small - by large periodic "was-Is" 
promotions. However, they soon realized the fallacy of this because they 
noticed the discount house offering a large variety of iteas. For exaaple, 
Lechaere Sales now has over 52 departaents, and J. K. Fields and Zayres 
have aany aore. 
In the Boston area, Jordan Karsh Company was one of the first 
departaent stores to aeet the prices of the discount house on appliances. 
They first announced this policy in a newspaper advertiseaent on Deceaber 
7, 1956. And their advertising slogan was ''Jordan's will not be under-
sold". They did a treaendous appliance and television business that 
Deceaber and since then have aoved the appliance and record departments 
to better locations on the first floor. They have found it necessary to 
aeet these discount operations on other products handled in the store 
and as a result their margins have been cut substantially. They have 
resorted to warehouse sales as another aethod of cutting the price on 
regular aerchandise; getting rid of aerchandise daaaged in transit; aoving 
out floor saaples that becoae aarked; and disposing of the repossessions. 
They have even had to resort to private brands so as to have aerchandise 
available to thea that would not be available to other accounts in the 
area. They have aade extensive use of variation aodels of national brands 
and have taken on lines with selective distribution such as Magnavox. 
They have been able to get the salesaen to push these high gross aargin 
iteas by paying higher coaaission to the salesaan for selling this class 
of goods. ·In the past, the departaent stores looked upon such practice 
with distaste because it did not perait the public free selection of the 
products on their own aerit. Jordan Marsh has also resorted to branch 
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operations to coapete with the discount house. They have opened branches 
I 
in Peabody and Maldea, and hope to take over the Bon Marche store in Lowell 
in the near future. They also coateaplate a new shopping center in Raynham 
in the next year. 
Another aethod used by departaent stores to coapete with the 
discount houses is bargain basement sales followed by Filene's and Jordan 
Marsh in the Boston area. In fact, ever a period of years, Filene's has 
built a reputation of the highest quality and respect for its baseaeat 
operation. This reputation is so widespread that it has obtained national 
faae for its quality and low prices on soft goods. This has probably kept 
aany of the discount operators like Korvette and Polk out of the Boston 
aarket. 
Finally, departaent stores are revaaping their bookkeeping 
procedures of assessing overhead to the various departaents. By using 
the dollar aethod instead of the perceatage aethod, they hope to be able 
to coapete better with the discount houses. 
In spite of the above aoves by the independent retailer and 
the departaent store, the author feels that the discount house is going 
to grow and becoae aore iaportant in the retail distribution. He has 
already expaaded into other fields such as food items and is beginning 
to give the supermarket keen coapetition. Soae large discount houses 
have gone into food iteas aore extensively than others. For example, 
the Gea Stores of Denver have recently given a food concession in their 
store to the A • P. Others have opened their own food departments. Thts 
aove aay, as stated by Sidney Rabb of the Stop and Shop Supermarkets, 
cause the food supermarkets to expand their operation into self service 
superaarkets handling appliances and soft goods as well as food. They 
already have leased departments throuch rack jobbers on cosaetics, 
housewares, hardware iteas, and phonocraph records. If they expand 
along these lines, they would be another fora of discount house for 
the saall retailer and the departaent store to coapete with. 
Therefore, the procress, expansion, and further growth of the 
discount house is inevitable because it provides the Aaerican public 
with goods they want at lower prices and good service. 
J 
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PART V - APPBJIDIX 
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CHART I 
Coaparison of Cost of Operation of Master's Discount Chain to 
Costs of B.R.D.G.A.: 
Operatiq Iteas * B.R.D.G.A. Masters 
Salaries and Wages 17.7~ 5. 691. 
Store and Selling Expenses 8.5~ 2.117. 
Warehouse and Shipping 2.257- 1. 957. 
Office and General 4.457- 1.457-
TOTAL 32.90J, 11.2~ 
• Rational Retail Dry Goods Association 
..... 
0 
..... 
0 1'---
A smaller 
increase in 
sales 
CHART II 
HIGHLIGHTS OF DEPARTMENT STORE OPERATIONS 
(' ' -
and a slight 
decline in gross 
margin rate 
(' .__ _ ..;..~ 
plus a larger 
increase in total 
expense rate 
, , , {J t</~~ 
produced a ~ decrease 
in earnings after 
taxes. 
* reproduced from Operating Results of Department Stores and Specialty Stores in 1957, by Malcolm P. McNair, 
Harvard University Graduate School of Business Administration. p . viii. 
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* 1952 • 100 
Source: 
CHART III 
RETAIL SALES COMPARISONS 
111\9.• 6.1)1 "' ;- c. 
'iALE.S 
~ ,-,... I lt <. .. t.. ,., c..r' 
M wN 'T""' ff ._.~ y 
:.._,~.!)J oiNt") 
. C . F. 11•'-! 
. ·-
r. ~. .. ,.~~lf'l ... (}l ~IJJ.t-!:.,.. 
J __ • 
I I L I '•. I I • 
, . 
v~Frt1 "- l ' ' ' ' ' :... ' ' ' t 
• ~ t l • 
1. Department Store Sales, Bureau Sales index for all reporting 
firms; Operating Results of Department and Specialty Stores in 
1958, by Malcola P. McNair, Harvard Business School, Division 
of research 
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2. Sears, Roebuck, Montgomery Ward, and J. c. Penney Coabined Sales -
Index compiled froa sales figures published in annual issues of 
Moody's Manual of Investaents, Industrial Securities 
IF YOli .ASl\. ME 
--·--·--. By E.ARL LIFSHEY ===== 
' 
ON(..'£. UPON A TIME, a hazy recollection keeps 
trying to tell me, I read • • , I think it was a fable • , , 
about a great big brave elephant, ordinarily afraid of 
nothing, but~ suddenly being scared clean out of his 
peanuts by, of all things, a tiny little mouse. 
I can't recall the details of what happened, put no 
matter. That much illustrates as well as anything can, 
what happened to the nation'i great big department stores 
right after World War Il when another little mouse, with 
more bravado than bravery, gnashed his sharp little teeth 
and shouted "Boool" You guessed it; the ·name of the 
mouse was Dis Counthouse. . 
NOW DIS COUNTHOUSE had been around quite a 
while before, too, but none of the big stores paid much 
attention to him because he'd never even ever said 
''Booo I" before, much less gnashed his teeth. When be 
did that and then said he was out to do all the home 
appliance business, the department stores became scardier 
and scaredier. They were sure that things would never 
again be the same for them in the appliance business since 
that Dis Counthouse guy got into it. How could any self-
respecting merchant compete with stores operating on an 
heretical dollar profit margin basis when everybody knew 
you had to have a good husky percentage basis just to 
break even in a department store. Any controller could 
prove that ... they said. Beside, department stores had 
always figured things that way, so that made it the right-
and only-way to do it. 
WELL, WHEN THE LITTLE MOUSE, now joined 
by some of his friends, saw how badly they had seated the 
once big brave department stores, th_ey got polder and 
bolder. "You just wait," they shouted, "we're gonna put 
you out of business because we can sell cheaper · n you!" 
The big stores got even more scared and things went from 
worse to worser. My, what a time that wasl 
Then one fine day a few years ago, one big depart-
ment store, even more scared than the others· {I wish I 
could remember the name), suddenly got so scared it got 
downright mad! "What has Dis Counthouse got that I 
haven't got? .. it asked itself, then'bravely'answeied ita oWfi . 
question: "No thin' ... absolutely no thin'. The only thing 
I've got to fear is fear itself I'' That was a pretty democratic 
kind of sentiment coming from a great big elephant of a 
store, but it sure turned the trick. That was the turning 
point. 
YOU KNOW. OF COURSE, what's been happening 
s,;nce. As more stores stopped being scared they found to 
their great astonishment that there was nothing competition 
could do they couldn't .do too-if they wanted to. "Now 
they don't just want to-they're doing it. According to 
the latest 1959 ( 11-month Federal Reserve figures) de-
partment store major appliance sale• increased 6 per. cent; 
a year ago that figure was a mere I per cent. And that 61 
per cent, incidentally, is higher than either the gain in 
home furnishings division of 5 per cent or the total store 
gain of 5 per cent. 
TO WHAT EXTENT the department stores will 
again establish leadership in their communities as home 
appliance centers remains to be seen. It won't be easy. 
Seeing so many big stores run for cover and wait so long 
to start fighting for their share of the market was a sol'ry 
spectacle. But it should prove to be a valuable experience. 
People who stay in a rut toe> long find out one day 
it's deep enough to be a grave. 
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EXHIBIT I 
TRADE PUBLICATION 
REPORTS 
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EXHIBIT II 
DEPARTIDarr STORES AGAIN ENTER 
THE APPLIA.MCE I)Q)USTRY 
~pt. Stores Taking 
Look at Appliances 
By MA.."''ONG GREENBERG 
~W YORK-Department stores across the country 
eemphasized appliance sections in recent years are 
a second look, and in many instances beginning to 
!k into the business vigorously. · 
1at is the_ report of individuals who are closely asso-
~ciated with the appliance oper• 
I ations of department stores from 
' coast to coast. 
They claim that big stores are 
gradually becoming aware of the 
damages they have absorbed as a 
result of the deemphasis of appli-
ances. 
In stores where applian.~l's w.-... ,, 
played down, white goods hll~······,~ 
often suffered to the point whe•"' 
the sections'Were not contributing 
their expected share to operating 
expenses; 
In other instances, the degree of 
emphasis could not be controlled 
and volume dropped more sharply 
than expected. This condition 
forced store executives to make a 
decision: Either. get strongly back 
into the appliance business or get 
out completely. 
Protperlty ·~heft.· 
Certain factors have prompted 
numerous store executives to vote 
:In favor' of improvin1 their posi-
tion in white goods. The past year 
I was a good one for appliances, with i fla:ures at the retail level subst!Ui• 
I 
tially 11ver 1958. At the same tirae, 
i. ndustry forecasts reflect a further 
increase In 1960. Stores would like 
to have a part in the prosperity. 
: Many of the big stores have come 
around to the belief t)lat a strong 
appliance !lection Is_ important to 
See- DEPT. STORES, Pace tt 
Dept. Stores T~g 
2d Look at Applianees 
. Continued from Page 1 'the edge off newspaper ac1,ertising: 
the reputation of the store for In a few instances, it has postponed 
across-the-board assortments. If the plans for reemphasis in the appli-
customer shops a store for appli- ance departments. 
ances, finds none and goes to a However, BBB regulations are 
discount store or dealer, she could generally considered a minor ob- . 
turn out to be a lost customer. stacle, and newspaper advertising ' 
During the days of deemphasis, in some large cities already bears 
stores reportedly missed the traf- the stamp of the changed thinking 
fie-drawing potential of appliance of big stores. 
r.r~otions. Now that they are Since department stor~ thinking pi ann In g a re-entrance, some is moving in favor of appliances, I 
sources expect . promotions to be the problem of better profits arises. 
strong to make for lost time. The consensus is they have little 
The Better Business Bureaus-in ·,one for improvement. 
some cities have cracked down on Competition is as bad as always 
tbe use of comparative prices. In- and may be even worse. While the 
formants claim that this has taken struggle for exclusive mercnandise· 
____ · ~-···· ·· ~-ttl probably grow because of 
greater intetrest In appliances, 
stores are under no illusions that 
they can substantially improve the 
profit situation qy t.his device. · 
Private labels h.ave proved to be 
a considerable ail,t t() two big 4e~ 
partment store groups that have· 
aggrellllively baeked .s.uch prorrams 
for years. Tor others, it has beeR 
ot little h.elp because. there is little · 
It an,y .. price ~vant.aae relative tl) 
the. nattonat l!taqdl;. . · · 
Sou.rcea ·Po~ed out tbat .t~· 
!)JJt a substantial savint, prlva.. 
label appliances are not easy to 
sell. 
, 
',:.. 
EXHIBIT III 
REFUSAL TO SELL PllOD'OCTS 
EJITIRS COURTS 
_ ..... ""' N. y .. ~ 
.... #.l.n"'l~n From~ 
000 Suit 
NEW ARE:, N. J. - Curto's, Inc., 
retail household electric appliances 
and allied merchandise, 48 Pl\li" 
sacle: Avenue,· Yt}J1Jters, . ~· Y., h&J.i 
consentect tQ dismissal of its• -ooni'" 1, 
plaint Ji&tnst :Bruno-NeW-. t't),tlc, : 
InC., New:/f.Ork. . . · ~: 
Plairltilf"s trebfce damage ._t 
for $900,000 remains against Radl~ 
Corp, of Anleri~ and , foor fl'ij~ 
chjsed distr-ibutors, Krich~l'ltew 
J~rsey, Inc.; Allied Distrib1Jt~­
New /i'ersey, Inc.; Asspciated · Iijs-
tributors~New ,Tersey, In£., -_and 
K-. R serviees, .. Inc., rela. ted firms l 
at 42_2 Elizabeth- Avenue, here. 
F'ederal Judge . Mendon Morrill 
signed the consent or1er . dismiss- · 
fng the suit against Bruno-~~; 
York, an RC.\.franchi~' dist\"11>:-· 
utor in New ;York City an.t· v1eitt•. ity. . . . . . .. 
Remaining defendants ~~.,.~'"""~I'M 
with· conspir3cy in violation 
~u~rrr1an Anti-Trust A:!t in 
to sell plaintiff 
· prooucts, 
10& 
.. EXHIBIT IV 
DEPARTMENT STORE ADVERTISES 
WAREHOUSE SALE 
----------
JOHD~ lH~!iD £01HP~ 
come by:MTA to . .-· 27 Com~ercial Ave., CAMBRIDGE (near . Lechmere Sq.) 
r 
:1 DAY~NLY 
SATURDAY 
MARCH 19 
915 5 P.M. A.M. TO 
Most merchandise is all new, 
first qualitv. Some slilrhtly 
marred. Some appliances recon .. 
t~\i3reed.J-~~e~~~::. F.~O~fy ca~; 
cannot d~iiver, but delivery ar-
rangements can be made with 
Independent truckinc :represent-
atives who will be on hand. 
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EXHIBIT VI 
DEPARTIIINT STORES 
NEVER UNDERSOLD 
~~~lHAft:···· 
· , · .t:lt~EJij ··J(!)RDA~S Wf,LL NOt BE UNllJ8filiJ)I 
i 
.&ttur~~t .. r.:.~lobeled as to fobric c~ntellt. 
' 
" 
.... 
c 
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EXHIBIT VII 
SHAWMUT TV MOVING TO 
LARGER QUARTERS 
(~OViNGTOiARGERQJARTER~~ 
J SAVE n¥n~~G SALE I 
-----------.1 $17 8 One~r~s~!lyof 
Tl DE 
Pay Even less When You Trade in your Washer 
e FILLS e WASHES e RINSES e SPINS 
e DAMP DRIES e SHUTS OFF-ALL IN ONE 
CONTINUOUS AUTOMATIC OPfRATION 
USE OUR EXCLUSIVE -
20c A DAY METER PLAN 
OR, TAKE YOUR CASH DISCOUNT 
SHAWMUT TV & 
APPLIANCE Center 
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EXHIBIT VIII 
~MALLER DISCOUNTERS 
CLAIMING BEST DISCOUNTS 
AVENUE SPECIALS 
DON'T BE MISLED BY SO-CALLED DISCOUNT PRICES ••• 
There are no miracles ••• Our prices ore as law or LOWER than any in the city. No distressed 
merchandise-All first quality, brand new. And remember, we give you FREE S~RVICE, FULL 
GUARANTEE and FREE DELIVERYI 
List $39.95 5 Temp. Control-Plus D. I. S. 
RCA • - Fully Automatic 1959-21" RCA, Philco, etc. Winter Special Purchase 
Before Tax Prices WASHERS • • $199.95 TV SETS • • • $199.95 1960-1 Ton-7Y2 Amp. 
Air Conditioners. $175 With Lint Filter-1 0 lb. Capacity Consoles I BUY NOW 
,Fry Pans, Toasters, Electric Can 
Openen, · Electric Brooms at Dis-
count Prices. 
* FREE DELIVERY * FREE SERVICE * EASY TERMS 
AVENUE TV 
1026 BLUE HILL AVE.- TA 5-4081 
E-Z CREDIT * !...HOUR DELIVERY * 
llO 
.. 
~* ' ,... -:1_,: • ' 
-u 
'Ill"" 
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BXBIBIT IX 
A TYPICAL LBCBIIERE SALES 
ADVERTISEIIEJIT 
~ ;--
. ,, 
IXJUBlT X 
THE NATIONS LARGEST DISCOUNTERS 
ADVERTISE DAILY IM NEW YORK PAPERS 
Ot 
NI:W YORK ClT'f 
66 W. 48th ST. 
9:30 to II P.M. 
03ily and Saturday 
r~~tjn .. &. Th~~-~. 
t :· 9 P.r-~, 
-·--· 
--··~-~· 
~ ' _, '·1 ,._ l;t 
I wmcmsno I Sow Mill River Rd. 
Rt. 9A, ELMSFORD 
10 to ~ P.M. Daily 
· .• g to 6 P.\4. S3tur:Dy 
-~ .• 5 -,.,·. 
No deabt ebollll It-Ill,.,. 
... .t -ntl41T•pr1Hlud• 
KORVETTE .U1 tl•• lat•st ,._ 
not•atioo in fin• port«bu Tel• 
vi$ion - • 19* mMel 6r 
AMiral. Co,..,. in to ,.._ 
~"' lw low ./?!!:; .. 
NEW JERSEY I LAKE SUCCESS.····· 
RT. 4 SHOPPING CENtER 
PARAMUS 1510 UNION TPKE. 
10 to 9:30 P.M. 11l t:. g 30 P.M. Dally 
D ... \i :n;j s.~tL.r·i.lJ ~ t-J 5 P.r .. • S.Jtur-dJy ~ 
FLUSHING 
37·02 MAIN ST. 
;o to 9 
I-' 
I-' 
tl) 
1 
1 
l 
I 
I 
EXHIBIT XI 
WHAT ONE SHOULD KJ!fOW ABOUT GOVERNMEMT EMPLOYEES MART 
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE 
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES MART 
10900 PAGE BOULEVARD 
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 
ST. LOUIS, MO. - KANSAS CITY, MO. 
DENVER, COLO. - HONOLULU, T. H. 
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EXHIBIT XI 
WHAT ONE SHOUID KNOW ABOUT GOVEIUOIENT EMPLOYEES MART 
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE 
GOY ERNMENT EMPLOYEES MART 
Q. WHAT IS THE GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES MART? 
A. The Mart is a complete department store which 1s devoted 
exclusively to serving rrembers. The store is designed and 
stocked to fill all of the buying requirements and needs of the 
average family. 
Q. WHO MAY BECOME A MEMBER OF THE GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES 
MART? 
A. There are four basic groups of employees and persons associ-
ated with the government who may qualify for membership. 
They are: 
•.•••.• a current or retired employee of a city, county, 
state or federal government agency or department . 
•...... a member of the Armed Forces • 
. ..••.. an active reservist in any branch of the mi I itary 
service • 
•..•..• an employee of a public or private school, college 
or university . 
.•..•.• an employee of a company which performs substant-
ial work under Government contracts. (Applications 
from this group must be approved by the G.E.M. 
Membership Committee.) 
Q. WHY IS MEMBERSHIP RESTRICTED TO GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES? 
A. Basically all government employees are at the same economic 
level. This does not mean that some employees do not make 
more than others. It simply means that within a range their 
needs, their living standards and their desires are similar. 
113 
\1: hen this group buys together there are certain advantages 
they can enjoy. Government employees also have stable em-
ployment, enjoy security benefits, and remain with their jobs 
instead of changing every few years as so many other persons do. 
All of this means G.E.M. can best serve the needs of govern-
ment employees as a group. 
Q. HOW DOES A GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE BECOME A MEMBER OF 
G.E.M.? 
A. After government employees have an opportunity to inspect 
the store, they may apply for membership. ~fembership is 
established by identifying employment. This is done by an 
identification card or badge, credit union card or similar official 
means of identification. A letter from an employer will also 
serve to establish identification. The applicant fills out a 
simple form and a membership carJ is issued immediately. 
Q. WHY IS THERE A $2.00 MEMBERSHIP FEE? 
A. The $2.00 is actually a lifetime registration charge. Although it 
is nominal, it assures G.E.M. of serving only persons who 
are qualified for membership. This enables G.E.M. to admit 
only persons who are eligible for membership and restricts 
buying to the needs of government employees. Duplicate cards 
are available for husbands and wives so both may shop at 
G. E.M. The fee of $2.00 covers a family membership. Member-
ship cards cannot be transferred to non-governmental employees 
because if a card is transferred, it is forfeited by the member. 
The $2.00 serves as a subscription to the G.E.M. Journal and 
provides many services for our members, such as scholarships 
for the children of government employees, etc. 
EXHIBIT XI 
WHAT ONE SHOULD KNOW ABOUT GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES MART 
-"-------------------·-
Q. IF A MEMBER LOSES HIS CARD OR FORGETS IT, WILL HE BE 
ABLE TO BUY AT THE MART? 
A. A temporary pass will be issued which is good only for that 
particular day. If the card is lost, the membership records will 
be checked and a new card will be issued. 
Q. HOW OFTEN DOES THE MEMBERSHIP CARD HAVE TO BE RE-
NEWED? 
A. G.E.M. membership cards are issued for a lifetime. They are 
non-assessable- non-transferable and non-recurring. The $2.00 
membership fee is paid only once. The membership may also 
be used at any G.E.M. store. Other stores are located in Kansas 
City, 1--lo., Denver, Colo., and Honolulu. 
Q. ARE PRICES AT THE GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES MART CHEAPER 
THAN AT OTHER STORES? 
A. All merchandise is sold at the lowest possible everyday pnce. 
G.E.M. does not have sales, so-called specials, or advertised 
leaders. :1-.lembers are assured their G. E.M. savings are reflected 
in every purchase they make, rather than saving on certain 
promotional merchandise and paying excessive prices to cover 
the reduction on a few items. 
Q. THERE ARE TIMES WHEN AN INDIVIDUAL PRICE AT ANOTHER 
STORE IS LOWER THAN THE G.E.M. PRICE. WHY DOES THIS 
HAPPEN? 
A. Occasionally another store will have a cheaper price on a 
specific item. These specific items are usually so-called 
specials or advertised leaders to entice customers into the 
store. On items such as these the reduced price is for a limited 
113 
time and oft~n quantities are lin,itec!. ·r ne important thing for 
you to know IS that when a pice is rec;uce,! in this manner, the 
loss must be made u h -p on ot er lter s sc' the customer seldom 
saves any money. It is for this reasc'n G EM 1 h 1 . · · · uoes not ave 
sa es or speCials. All merchanc~ise is sol< 1t th I -
ible ever da . - . . ' - "· . e O\\est poss-
. y y pnce "- hich enaDJt· s our r~e r.,C,ers to save on 
every !tern they purchase. 
Q. ;:y CAN G.E.M. SELL CHEAPER THAN THE AVERAGE STORE? 
A. ere are many reasons wh . G E M '' . T ~ · · · c.u1 ~e.1 cnearer (l)G EM 
Uti IZes all of the processes ' - . . - . . . . . . 
s 11. o, rcass r..ercnan,:Ising In bu,·ing 
e Ing, transportation and h .. ; ' G.E.M. is able to b . I IT'erc_ anc:Ise handling. (~) Often 
uy In arge cuant t t- · 1 (3) Althou h G . . . . I Ies or tour arge stores. 
g .E.M.Isamo1 ~·1:· • ., · 
air- d' · 'ern, .>rr,.I.lnt:\· lllunl!nated and 
con !twned store it d - . · . 
of . ' oes not n.n·e tne cxrensive features 
most stores which must b - j < ; • - ' ·_ • 
merchandise. (4) G.E.M . . e ac.~.ec. ,' 0 the se!lir:.c pices of the 
assist memb .· h _Is SeiT'I-sed-sen·Ice. :--ales personnel 
ers Wit their rur h ; ' to · c ases ·'ut r. am· wen1bers pefer 
Walt upon themselves - . -G.E.M. d · · · this rccuces sales costs. (5) 
oes not pay for e . . . . 
stores do. Th G E xrensne aJ\·ertisin,;: as most large 
e · .M. Journal '{' 
activities. (6) G EM d no_u Ies fl'er:~8ers of all store 
· · · oes not d ] · (7) Credit 1 .e Iver, other than large items. 
osses are less at G EM . 
ployees are th b . · · · because government ern-
e est credu rJsk 1 . . too must be added : s. n other stores credit losses 
to the sellin;: pice of IT'erchandise. 
Q. WHAT KIND OF 
PL 
MERCHANDISE DOES OYEES MART HANDLE? THE GOVERNMENT EM· 
A. G. E M sp · 1. · . • ecia IZes in n . 1 • ducts. At not' d atwnal.y advertised brands ancl pro-
. Ime oes G E M 11 Item must . · · · se seconds or irregulars. Every 
- meet the rigid s f- . IS displayed pee I Ic au on s of G. E M be fore it 
or sold. · · 
EXHIBIT XI 
WHAT ONE SHOULD KNOW ABOUT GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES MART 
Q. CAN MERCHANDISE BE RETURNED TO THE GOVERNMENT EM-
PLOYEES MART? 
A. Any purchase may be returned for refund if the member is not 
completely satisifed. G.E.M. guarantees every item sold, as 
well as the manufacturer. Members are never told to return mer-
chandise to the manufacturer. G. E .M. will accept any returned 
item. 
Q. HOW DOES A MEMBER KNOW WHAT HIS SAVINGS ACTUALLY ARE 
WHEN HE BUYS AT G.E.M.? 
A. Every item in the store is clearly marked. \\hen a member 
looks at a price tag he will see two prices. One is the average 
or regular price of the item. The other is the members price. 
By comparing these two prices he will know immediately his 
G. E.M. savings. 
Q. DOES G.E.M. CASH PERSONAL AND PAYROLL CHECKS? 
A. Yes, there is no charge for cashing checks. Any payroll check 
will be cashed free and any personal check, up to $50.00, will 
also be cashed without charge. 
Q. CAN GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES PURCHASE ON CREDIT? 
A. Yes. G.E.M. has its own credit office. There is no waiting or 
delay in establishing credit. 
Q. IS THE GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES MART A GOOD COMMUNITY 
CITIZEN? 
A. G.E.M. is a member of the Better Business Bureau, the Metro-
politan Chamber of Commerce of St. Louis, and the St. Louis 
County Chamber of Commerce. Facilities of the store are used 
for many community activities and the G.E.M. management is 
active in civic and community affairs. 
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EXHIBIT XII 
. 
\ 
VARIOUS MERCHANDISE ClASSIFICATIONS 
CARRIED BY A TYPICAL DISCOUNT BOUSE 
114 
Save BIG Money ,6ii " 
All New Cars .~ · \ 
GEM New Cor 
Deportment Open 
MARCH, 1960 
OPEN NOW! 
the new 
GEM NeW Car Departmen 
. your one-stop buying center 
for new cars 
• All new cars, from Rolls-Royce to Corvo 
Compare Every New Car 
ONE Place and Save on 
Every One! 
NOW ! You can shop for ALL American and popular 
foreign makes in ONE place at big GEM Member sav-
ings, and you can get low-cost financing and insurance 
right on the spot! No more shopping all over town, 
looking for the "best deal" on a new car! GEM offers 
them ALL--from domestic compact cars to luxurio)ls 
imports-at important savings on EVERY one! If 
you're in the market for a new car, come to the NEW 
GEM New Car Department and see how much you 
can save! 
• Remarkable Member savings, whateve1 
your choice! 
Which New Car Do YOU Prefer'! Take Your Pick at GEM! 
• Ford 
• Pontiac 
• Imperial 
• Renault-Dauphine 
• Corvair 
• Valiant 
• Thunderbird 
• Cadillac 
fu\\ New Car 
warranty\ 
• Volkswagen 
• Falcon 
• Lincoln 
• Dodge 
• Plymouth 
• Oldsmobile 
• Porsche 
• Opel 
... plus others! 
~ -
Alter-Sale Financing-Up to 
Service! 36 Months to Pay! 
• Lark 
• Rambler 
• Rolls Royce 
• MG 
• Dart 
• Chrysler 
• Chevrolet 
• Jaguar 
Insurance to Suit 
Your Needs! 
Trade-Ins 
Taken! 
100 More Feet of Member Savings! 
ig E~pa:n.sio:n. N eai'! 
tnulne "Open Door" Policy ... 
Don't Go Away Mad (ever> 
terican mass production is a marvel. But, as all of us know, every 
md then a " lemon" comes off the production line. Worse, no one, 
the manufacturer on down, catches it. 
,st of us have probably had the misfortune to take home a " lemon." 
we find the "whoosis" doesn't work or the "whatch-a-macallit" is 
d up. 
we bring the item back. And, if it's brought back to GEM, as all 
of our Members know, the>e is NO question. 
For every item purchased at GEM is backed 
by a complete, irrevocable Unconditional Guar-
" antee of Satisfaction. This means GEM will re-
place the item if the whoosis doesn' t work. It 
also means GEM will GLADLY refund your 
money if the "whoosis" DOES work and you're 
STILL not satisfied. 
What prompts this little note to all of you 
is something that happened a couple of weeks 
ago. We feel- in fact, we KNO W-our GEM 
·tment . Managers are just about the finest, hardest-working folks 
)uld find . 
a couple of weeks ago, one of them either got up on the wrong 
f the bed or suddenly discovered income · tax time was near. Any-
one of our Members left the store WITHOUT being CO M-
'EL Y Satisfied. 
~ store's General Manager heard about it . I t goes without saying 
:he General Manager found out whn the Member was, called, 
~ized, and personally satisfied him. 
we said, GEM Department Managers are good people. They 
T your satisfaction. But they' re human ; and, like all of us, some-
make a mistake. 
en and if that ever happens-if indeed it does aga in-the 
1eral Manager's office is open to EVERY member. 
, MUST be satisfied with EVERY SINGLE ~URCHASE you 
at GEM. That's why you' re a Member, NO T a customer. 
V! FAMILY DINNERS in the GEM Cafeteria: 
Bring the whole fami ly and enjoy a truly delicious 
(and economical ) complete family dinner every night, 
Monday thru Friday, at the GEM Cafeteria on the 
mezzamne. 
5 P.M. to 8 P.M. Mondays thru Fridays 
• Meat or Fish Entree 
• Soup 
• Salad 
• Rolls & Butter 
• Coffee or Tea 
• Dessert 
'M Family Jou rn al is d istri b uted free of 
to GEM Members. GEM is not affiliated 
'Y gove rn me nta l age ncy. Address all cor-
le nce to Ed itor, GEM Family Journal , 
mith Road, Denver 16, Co lorado . 
ALL FOR 
JUST 
.88 
SAVE at GEM 
7 DAYS a WEEK 
GEM's big expansion i~ ~enver. is 
just around the corner, bnngmg w1th 
it 52,000 more square feet of Member 
savings! 
This va~t addition will more than 
double the size of the large store, 
making it the most complete one-st~p 
buying center in the Rocky Mountam 
area. 
While Members may have read the 
many stories heralding this giant stride 
in GEM's merchandising revolution in 
the Denver Post and Rocky Mountain 
N ews, here i~ a recap of the exciting 
new departments and savings that are 
on the way: 
GROCERY SUPERMARKET: A huge 
20,000 square feet, the most mod~rn 
and complete in the area, offenng 
members genuine savings on every-
thing from wonderful crisp produce 
to the choicest fresh meats, with Amer-
ica's famous grocery brands. All this 
plus a unique pick-up system ... you 
do your grocery shopping and lea've 
your grocery .purchases at the Super-
market while you complete your GEM 
shopping. When you're ready to leave 
for home, you simply drive by the 
Grocery pick-up station outside the 
store, where a waiting attendant loads 
your grocery purchases into your car. 
PATIO SHOP: Imagine ... a 5.000 
square foot department devoted EX-
CLUSIVELY to all your Patio and 
Garden needs. 
YARDAGE & SEWING NOTIONS: 
Everything needed by sew-it-yourself 
fans at remarkable savings. 
PETS & PET SUPPLIES: Including 
birds and tropical fish, and everything 
you need to outfit your pet from head 
to toe. 
MORE THAN THIS, most depart-
ments in the store will be expanded. 
There will be WIDER AISLES. 
EVEN MORE FREE PARKING IN 
GEM'S HUGE LIGHTED PARK-
ING AREA. 
A NEW GAS STATION: The most 
modern in the area, with dramatic 
new canopies and many other in-
novations. 
And ALL this add~ up to two 
things : 1. Greater EVERYDAY sav-
ings to give each and every GEM 
Member an even higher standard of 
living. 2. The most complete one-
stop shopping in Colorado history. 
STORE HOURS 
• Mondays thru Fridays: 
NOON to 9 P.M. 
• Saturdays: 10 A.M. to 6 P.M. 
• Sundays: NOON to 6 P.M. 
Every day Member Savings at GEM ~ 
Quality, Famous Brand Linens! 
GEM Low 
Member Pr ice 
Allergy- free! 
standard size ! 
print I icking. 
2 666 
for 
Washable! Full 
Corded, spring 
100% Dacron Pillows 
GEM Low 
Member Price 
2 766 
for 
Full 21 x 27" cut size. Non-al-
lergenic, washable, res ilient Du 
Pont Dacron. Corded edges. 
previe"V"V of spring: 
Shoes 
1 ust arrived! A brand new spring collection 
fo r women, men and children, from tots to 
teens! Come in and see the wonderful wide 
selection of ne1u styles, famous hrands, new-
est colors! All at wonderful Member savings! 
Show n , just a f ew o f the 
many n ew styles ! 
(A) CHILD'S SADDLE OXFORD in 
white and black with neolite sole, 
rubber heel. Sizes 8% to 3. 
Check Your Lmv GEM Member Price! 
(B) FAMOUS NAME LADIES' PUMPS 
with high heel. In black patent, red, 
blue, beige leather. Sizes 4% to 10, 
AAAA-B. 
Check Your Low GEM Mem ber Price! 
(C) FAMOUS NAME LADIES' PUMPS 
in white, bei&e- blue leather. Sizes 
4% to 10, AAAA-B. 
Check Your Low GEM Member Price! 
A new color for men makes news! 
(D) MEN'S DRESS SHOE IN MAV-
ERICK BROWN, a brushed antique 
finish. Famous brand dress shoe. 
Sizes 6% thru 12 in B and D widths. 
Other styles, colors for men. Sizes 6 
thru 14, A to EEE. 
Check Your Low GEM Member Price! 
SHOE DEPARTM~NT 
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Imported Homespun Tablecloths 
54" x 54" size ........... . 
54" x 72" size . 
60" x 90" size .. 
Matching Napkins 
GEM Low 
Member Price 
Perfect complement to your casual luncheons or dinners! 
. The charm of the old country_ in the hard-wearing home-
spun of 51 '7c Ramie, 49 7c. Rayon, the inspiration of 
modern in the block design! A wonderful value at exciting 
savings! Brown, turquoise, red, yellow, pink, tangerine. 
Bamboo Luncheon Mats 
SET OF 4! 
GEM Low 87 
Member Price • 
Ca refr ee tabl e bea uty with 
sturdy, washable, bamboo mats. 
Closet Shop 
The GEM Closet Shop is full 
of space-saving closet acces-
sories at substantial Member 
Savings! At right clothes 
hanger hook and hardwood 
hanger. 
(B) 
GEM is your headquarters for children's Orthopedic 
shoes. At GEM your children will receive expert fitting. 
styles at substantial GEM savings! 
. . . in that wonderful world of girls' 
fashions, and the l 960 look is blossoming 
everywhere. At GEM, something extra is added: 
a big Member saving on each new, 
delightful creation! 
:ree coordinates that la under 
'ike a dream! 
White 
.cetate Arnel® Separates 
GEM Low 667 
Membe r Price 
her band-box fresh in carefree 
J® coordina tes! Dobby weave 
e with b.utton front and Italian 
back sleeves tucks smartly into the 
Jleated skirt! 7 to 14. 
W inner by a landslide! 
"Political" Print Playclothes 
Sizes 3-6X 
7-1 4 
GEM Low 
Member Price 
167 each piece 
The fashion vote goes to these color-
ful donkey - elephant print separates! 
Broadcloth Blouse teams with Shorts 
1 amaicas, Peddle Pushers and cropped 
top of wash 'n wear Bedford cord! 
Gold with gold/white print. 
Girls' Fashions 
Washable Orion- Wool! 
Bank on Checks This Spring 
Suit. or Coat 797suit or Coat 9 87 
Sozes 3-6X each Sizes 7-14 each 
~i g fashion for any age, the cropped 
Jacket suit with matching Chesterfield 
coat in a washable Orion and wool 
check ! New short length jacket falls 
ove.r box pleated skirt ; velvet collars 
highlight the jacket and rayon-lined 
coat. Navy and white check. 
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on 1960 newness and GEM's exciting savings! 
Shown here, a small port of the Spring fashion 
parade now underway at GEM! 
(A) Galey & Lord's 
Show-Stopping Separates 
GEM Low Price 
Blazer Jacket -- -- --- ---- -- --- --- -- -- --- --- -12.87 
Solid Skirt, Weskit, Jamaicas .. Ea. 5.S7 
Roll Sleeve Blouse ________ _____ _____ ____ 3.57 
Plaid Sheath Skirt ________ ____ _____ ___ __ __ 6.67 
Capri Pants -------- -- ----------- ---- ------ - 6.87 
Steal any scene in classic Galey & Lord 
Tarpoon plaid separates, spiced by 
matching pieces in fresh solids! 
Broadcloth roll sleeve blouse has jaunty 
Italian collar ; plaid skirt and Capri pants 
have rope belts with leather trims. 
Beautifully blended in greens/red. 
Sizes 5-15, 6-18. 
(B) Starring: The Walking Suit 
GEMLow 3867 
Member Pri ce 
Fashion's prima donna! This style of 
nubby tweed has solid braid binding 
on the notch collar, 3-button closing 
and notch pockets. Pencil-slim skirt 
is seat lined! Grey, 10-16. 
(C) Debut of the Demi-Box Suit 
GEMLow 3367 
Member Pr ice 
A bright new starlet in Telga type 
worsted, fashioned with braid interest 
on the new, short length jacket. 
Straight skirt is seat-lined for 
smoothest fit! Navy, 10-16. 
(D) 100% Wool Travel Coat 
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GEMLow 2667 
Member Price 
Takes you "beautifully warm" through 
three seasons! Straight-from-the-shoulder 
style has modified flare, oversize club 
collar, trim patch pockets! In bold 
tan/white, green/white plaid, 6-16. 
- -~ 
(A) 
GEM F 
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1960 Spring Edition: 
1\IIe"D. ~s a"D.d :Hoyt 
Boy's Wash and Wear Slacks 
GEM Low 248 
Member Price 
Gabardine or flannel style in new spring 
colors ! Buy several pairs at this remark-
able GEM low price ! Sizes 6-16. 
Boys' Den im Pants GEM Price 
featuring the long, lean look ! 100% 248 
cotton for wash and wear ease ! 
Black, blue and whea t, sizes 6-16. 
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Boy's Sports Ensemble 
sizes 6-12 
sizes 14-20 
GEM Low 
Member Price 
1384 
1484 
You need only compare these 
prices to see why GEM Mem-
bers do dress better for less ! 
Handsome sport coat of 85 /{. 
wool, 15% Nylon, teams per-
fectly with wash and wear 
slacks! Available in the sea-
son's most popular colors ! 
~ 
'\ . 
Boy's New Spring Sport Shirts 
GEMLow 94 
Membe r Price f rom • 
Low, low Member prices for all styles, 
sizes 4 through 18! Select from a 
wide, colorful assortment of fresh 
patterns and solids. Buy early so 
you'll have them on hand when warm 
weather arr ives! 
Boy's Gabardine Dress 
sizes 8-12 
sizes 14-20 
GEM Lo" 
Member Pri 
He'll be the best-dressed Y' 
man about town in this rich 
blue gabardine suit! Sm 
styled like Dad's, so importat 
youngsters and teens . - - a11 
a genuine saving ! 
l ' 
prin.g ..A.ppare1 
l' ... t=' I 
l 
( 
fine quality and good looks at dramatic GEM Member savings! 
Wool Juilliard Sport Coats 
GEM Low 
Member Price . 
It's true ! Famous, nationally-advertised ]uilliard 
100% wool sport coats at a price like this! Meticulous 
tailoring of the luxurious fabri c will make this the 
most prized addition to your Spring wardrobe! , Sizes 
36-46, shorts, regulars, longs, in a variety of new 
Spring colors and patterns ! 
New Spring Sport Coats 
GEM Low 
Member Price 1684 to 3990 
100% Woolens! 100% Worsteds! 100% Silks ! 
65% Wool - 35% Orion blends! Choose the blazer, 
1960's newest, or conventional and Ivy League styles ! 
Sizes 36-46, shorts, regulars, longs 
in man colors and patterns. 
Wash and Wear Slacks 
GEM Low 
Member Price 
Ivy League styled for dress or play! 
Qual ity blend of 80 o/o Rayon, 20% Orion, 
sizes 28-42. 
Spring and Year-Round Suits 
GEM Low 2888 9888 
Member Price to 
The fines t stock ever assembled at GEM ! 
Selection includes imported 100o/o silks, 
100% wool in sharkskins, reverse twists 
and flannels ! Sizes 36-46, shorts, regulars, 
longs ! 
100% Wool Juilliard Suits 
GEMLow 4888 5288 
Member Price to 
Wonderful selection of world-famous Ju il-
liard fabric suits ! 36-46 short s, regulars, 
longs ! 
Fine Dress Slacks 
GEM Low 
Member Price 884 to 1684 
All the wanted fabr ics including 100o/o 
Wool Flannel, 100% Wool Gabardine, Re-
verse Twists and Sharkskins, 70% Wool-
30% Silk Worsteds ! Sizes 28-42. 
Sport Shirts for Spring, Summer 
from 244 GEM Low Member Price 
Your GEM Member saving will add up to an 
extra shirt this spring ! Complete line includes 
wash and wear fabrics, 100% cottons, lOOo/o col-
ton knits ! Short or long sleeved, S, M, L, XL. 
MEN'S AND BOYS' WEAR 
Shopping Notes for March 
HAND WOVEN WICKER IMPORTS, 
fresh pretty handbags for Spring, Sum-
mer! They're roomy, lightweight, easy 
to handle ! Uniquely designed in white 
or naturaL 
Leather Trimmed Basket ..... 4.52* 
Floral Trimmed Basket. .... 2.76* 
*plus federal tax 
LUGGAGE DEPARTMENT 
Books 
Reading tastes may vary but GEM low 
Member prices on the books of your 
choice carry the same remarkable sav-
ings EVERY DAY of the year! Select 
from best sellers, educational, religious 
and language books. Also available: a 
wide collection of books for children. 
POPULAR TITLES 
Value 
• Errol Flynn 
My Wicked, Wicked Ways .. 4.95 
• Alexander King, May This House 
Be Safe From Tigers ......... .4.50 
• William Barrett 
The Edge of Things ............ 3.95 
• James A. Michener 
Hawaii ................................ 6.95 
• Meyer Levin 
Eva ................ ...... ....... ........ .3.95 
• Keenan Wynn 
Ed Wynn's Son .. ...... ........... .3.95 
Optical 
GEM 
Price 
395 
356 
316 
553 
316 
316 
Everything from complete eye examin-
ations to lens, frames and even contact 
lens at GEM prices ! 
DR. GALEN ROWE 
Registered Opto metrist 
MR. BERT EVANS 
Dispensing O ptician 
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Insura n c e 
For savings on any type insurance 
covering you and your family, see 
GEM's licensed insurance agent next 
time you're in the store ! You'll find a 
Member low-cost plan on : 
• Auto • Homeowners 
• Fire • Liability 
• Mortgage • Hospital Life 
• Medical • Accident 
Inquire about fire insurance on your 
home, discover how you can save 20% 
and more ! 
GEM's newest Insurance Plan offers 
up to $2200 in life insurance for just 
$10 per year, without physical examin-
ation or statement! These policies are 
issued immediately, guaranteed renew-
able up to the age of 71 ! 
Phot ographic 
FAMOUS PETRI F2.8 35mm CAMERA, 
left , has new Green-0-Matic view find-
er, coupled rangefinder, shutter speeds 
to 1/500 of a second, built-in self-
timer! With carrying case. 
GEM Low Member Price 45.84 
DELUXE KEYSTONE MOVIE SET, right, 
with K27 8mm camera, Fl.9 standard, 
wide angle and telephoto lenses, clip-
on meter, carrying case ! 
GEM Low Member Price 75.44 
NEW POLAROID Photo-Electric shut-
ter for models 95, 700, 800, 150. 
GEM Low Member Price 28.97 
Credit 
Use your GEM Member Credit facili-
ties to buy what you want when you 
want it! 
MERCHANDISE SCRIP in books of $50 
and $100- take a year to pay ! Use 
coupons as cash in ANY department! 
REGULAR BUDGET ACCOUNT for ma-
jor purchases, up to three years to pay! 
Low monthly payments. Add new pur-
chases to balance, often without in · 
creasing monthly payment! 
Gasoline 
Gas wars come and go, but Gl 
price is always low. Save big m 
each time you fill er' up with Gl 
Regular or High Octane Premium 
oline at the GEM Gas Pump! J oir 
thousands of Members who save e 
mile they drive! 
GAS STATION HOUI 
Monday thru Friday 
7 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. 
Saturday 
7 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
Sunday 
10 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. 
Toys 
PARKS TWO· STAGE ROCKET, 
off fun for everyone! Safe, in de 
tible, uses water as fuel! Set cor 
two rockets, one satellite, fuel f 
and air inj ection pump ! 
GEM 
Price 
IRWIN AUTO· MAGNETIC BOW 
game of plastic and metal with 
matic reset, accurate spotting, s 
operation! Two balls and perm 
score board! 
GEM 
Price 
RAINBOW CRAFT S WOOD -
MODELING COMPOUND to d 
your youngsters ! Nothing to 
harmless if swallowed, will not ! 
Three colors blend to make 
colors! 
GEM 
Price 
PARKER BROS. INC. RISK, an e 
tiona! game for from two to six 
ers. New, unusual, combining 
with luck as it teaches oceans and 
areas! Perfect for home work! 
GEM 
Price 
, 
, 
Relax! These GEM-Priced , , , 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
Houseware Aids Will Save 
You Time and Energy! 
:hrome 
ry Queen Set 
ing low GEM prices on 
iful canister pieces that 
o so much for your kitch-
st a lifetime ! 
ead Box with 
1tting Board 
GEM Low 
Member Price 
t of Four Pieces 
GEMLow 646 
Member Pr ice 
May Paper Dispenser 
GEMLow 453 
Member Price 
Sunbeam Steam or 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
Dry Iron : 
, 
GEM Low l 064 : 
Member Price ' 
• Hot in 30 Seconds , 
Steam · in Two Mir.utes! 
• Thumb-Tip Control, 
Easy to See and Set! 
Gives an all-over cushion of 
rolling steam for qu ick, easy 
ironing ! Holds 77'2 oz. of water! 
Compare your saving on this 
famous Sunbeam Model! 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
Indoor Clothes Dryer , , 
Make Out A List-Save on Every Item! 
No one-day sales or coupon-clipping here ! You save EVERY 
DAY on ALL your drug needs in GEM's giant Drug Department! 
GEM Price 
Norwich Aspirin, 2 Bottles 98 Tota l of 500 Tablets ............ • 
GEM Price 
Ay~6-o~~o~~~~~/..P_I_a_i_n·············-· 264 
60-Day Supply ........................... 4.49 
GEM Price 
Su~:~u:~~hi~:. ~~~~~ ---······· ······ 148 
Super Anahist 
Throat Spray .. ... ...... . ....... • 98 
GEM Price 
Perfection Electric 
Heating Pad ........... . ..... 298 
VITAMINS 
GEM. Price 
Viterra Vitamins, 
100's .............. 448 
Ger~aJ. 5Vit.~~-in_s : .................... 498 
PLUS SCORES MORE 
HOUSE CLEANING NEEDS 
GEM Price 
Apex Moth Crystals 
2V2 lb. . ............... . J31 
239 Apex Moth Nuggets 5 lb.. .. .. .. .. ....... .. ..... 
Superior Moth Balls 
1 lb . .................. .. . 
Hep Bug Killer 
14 oz ... ........ .... .. 
Halo Shampoo 
12 V2 oz . .. ... 
.33 
.. . 49 
GEM Price 
............ 95 
GEM Price 
All-Aluminum Sterilizer, 318 Non-Eiec., Holds 8 Bottles .... 
Candy Feature! 
Hershey Giant Bars 
GEM Price 
Almond or Plain ............... . .43 
GEM Price 
New Tooth Brushes1 63 Pro Natural Bristle ................ . 
Pro Nylon Bristle .. ....................... 55 
GEM Price 
Finest Quality Combs 18 t 31 Guar. One Year!. ...... 0 • 
GEM Price 
NA~~g. s~~it~~ - - ~-a~~i~s.... .. .. ..... 111 
Manufactured by Cellulose Pro-
ducts, for softness and comfort. 
Plastic Playing Cards 
Double 
Decks 
Ideal for bridge, poker, canasta! 
DRUG DEPARTMENT 
GEM Low 321: 
Member Pr ice :' ..... 1111!!!!~· 
•less Steel 
1en Tools 
GEM Price 
.66 each 
·, durable stainless with 
flameproof brass riveted 
es ! ll versatile pieces ! 
HOUSEWARES 
Approximately 25 feel of dry- : 
ing space! Slip · proof, snag- ' 
proof, with plastic covered : 
dowels. Folds compactly for 
quick-as-a-wink storage ! 
An Example 
Insulin 
U40 Lente 
uso Lente 
Prescription Savings 
SAVINGS you never dreamed possible on each 
and every prescription filled at GEM! 
SAFETY-Your prescription is filled exactly as 
your doctor orders by a GEM State-Registered 
Pharmacist! 
CONVENIENCE-Your prescriptions . are filled 
while you shop in your Member store for other 
necessities ! 
of Savings: 
GEM Pri ce Your doctor will be happT. to 
phone your prescription d rtCt 
.99 to the GEM Pharmacy DUdley 8·5050 
189 
RCA Victor 11Pockette11 6-Transistor Radio 
Albums by COLUMBIA 
At GEM Low Prices! 
You'll find a wide selectio n of famous Hi-Fi Co-
lumbia albums at GEM! Classics, show tunes, pop 
tunes, ta ke your pick! You save on every selec-
tion! Show n here, just three selections from the 
complete group. 
Check Low Member Prices on These! 
SOUND OF MUSIC 
Mary Martin, The Original 
ew York Show Recording 
PORGY AND BESS 
Motion Picture Sound Track 
FAITHFULLY 
Latest Johnny Mathis, This 
Is My Beloved,. others! 
Ava ila ble in Mona ural a nd Stereophonic 
RECORD DEPARTMENT 
NEW! 
1960 Admiral Copeland 
23" Table TV 
• Ultra-Slim Model! 
• Tinted, sea led-on safe ty glass! 
• 23" tube, 282 squa re inches 
of viewing area I 
CHECK GEM's LOW, 
W W PRICE! 
Powerful horizontal chassis and 
COOL-COIL transformer give con-
tinued, better performance. New, 
lighted channel indicator with con· 
venient fro nt controls. Etched cir-
cuit board carries five-year written 
warranty. Mahogany, charcoal or 
blonde finish on metal. T24Kll0. 
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Admiral 
not just a BIGGER picture 
but a BETTER picture! 
Check Your Low, Low 
Member Price! 
Imagine, your new 1960 Ad-
miral 23" TV costs no more 
than a 21" TV! In addition to 
the bigger, better picture you 
get a FI ER set! The new '60 
Admiral line is brimful of ex-
citing improvements for better 
perf orma n ce, more pic tur e 
brightness, more full fidelity 
sound! 
. . . and remember! 
GEM's merchandising revolu-
tion continues to bring you 
famous brand appliances at 
l ow . EVERY D AY PRICES 
WITHOUT TRADE- I S! So 
shop, compare . . . and then 
c h eck yo ur savings DIVI -
DENDS at GEM! 
APPLI ANC ES a nd TV 
• Non-b rea ka b le " lmpac" C; 
• All AMERICA N! Made in 
ica , by Ameri ca n craftsmen 
Amer ican components! 
CHECK Y OUR LO 
LOW MEMBER PRI 
This miniature model 
you better over-all ped 
ance. High · T Circuit 
special acoustic speake1 
prove fidelity, extend 
response. Six full transi! 
White, turq./white, cl 
white. No. ITPI 
2311 TV 
1960 Admiral Cambridge 
Deluxe 23" Console 
• Tinted, seale d-on sa fety glass! 
• All-front, side-panel cont rols! 
• Magnificert t modern ca bine t ! 
CHECK YOUR LOW, 
LOW MEMBER PRICE! 
You get the utmost in modern styli 
plus the finest viewing ! Best of all 
can be yours at GE~1 for much I 
than you'd expect to pay! Horizo1 
chassis provides extra picture po 
full fidelity sourid! Etched cir 
board carries 5-year written warra1 
#L24Kl33, blonde ; #L24Kl32, 
hogany; #L24Kl3i , walnut. 
merican Walnut 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' l6880l GEM Low Membe r Price Bonanza! Five-Piece Modern Bedroom Suite 
• Double Dresser • Landscape Plate Mirror 
• Chest • Bookcase Bed 
•are the beauty ! Compare the quality! Compare the 
low price ! You'll agree that the best things in life 
DO cost less at GEM! Here is a suite by one of 
ica's foremost makers, embodying all that is finest in 
rn: uncluttered beauty, compact flush styling, rich-
walnut handrubbed to a mellow fini sh ! Here, at last, 
1summate cabinetry skill at down-to-earth savings ! 
19 Danish Modern Step or Cocktail Tables 
Jmous Bassett 
e of Cocktail and 
1ing Step Tables 
ow Member Price 
Danish at its best, in lovely walnut fi ni sh, by famous 
tt ! Each with heat- scratch- and stain -resistant tops ! 
ail table is 48x20xl 4" ; step table is 30xl 9x29". Also 
tble at simil ar Member savings: Round Cocktail Table, 
1ode and Corner Tables. 
• Double Dresse r • Mattress 
GEM Low 
• Bookcase Bed • Mirro r Me mber Pri ce 
• Box Spring 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' ' All you need to completely furn ish your master bedroom ! 
: You'll fi nd thi s spectacu lar low price hard to believe when 
: yo u see the quiet, elegant styling and fine cabinetry ! Better 
' quality plasticized mahogany fo r good looks plus r ugged 
' , use. Good quali ty, medium weight spring and mattress for 
: better sleeping comfort. Choose from Sapphire Grey, Flor-
, entine Walnut. 
' : Matching Chest ·· ··-- ----- -- --- -· ---- ------ -- ---- .. --- ... 39.00 
' 
' 
' 
' , 
' 
' 
, 
Five-Piece 
Round Dinette 
GEM Low Me mbe r Price 
,
, 
, 
11 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
• 36" round table with 
12" leaf 
• Fou r match ing cha i,. 
-
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
, 
• Beige w a lnut table 
top 
• Bron ze to ne legs 
A new kind of modern elegance in an all-new round dinette 
set ! Heat-, stain- and ma r-proof top in a beige walnut fin ish, 
matching beige upholstered chairs. The set is accented in 
bronze tone fini sh. 
~ Up to 36 Months to P ay with a GEM Budget Account! FURNITURE DEPARTMENT 
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Brighten Your Horne on a Budget, GEM-Style! 
Nylon Broadloom5C49 
70% Acrilan, 30% t 
Performs Home Decorator Magic! 
GEM Low sq. yd. 
Member Price • I 
So beautiful, so prakcthie 
EM's remar a . 
at G h henille plle 
• 1 Lus c ·1 pnce · . a versatl e broadloom m I I 
lush smoke co or. 
Sun Burst Scatter Rug 
GEM low 
Member Price 497_ 
• 100% Viscose Rayon 
• 36" lfoundl 
d Wilton All-Wool ~.~~::•e 6?,?, 
Member Price 
• 26" x4B" Oblongl 
These colorful scat-
ter rugs will add a 
bright note to your 
floon , Pmtect Your " """ hom wear and te.,! Unique deep pile sun burst design, lint free! GEM Members can Here's why with the h · homes 
carpet t eu I Choose yours 
finest and sabve_~e sandalwood, 
. Jd rose- e1o ' m go ' Plains and Prints! 
48" Better Drapery Fabrics ter <>'reen. oys • o 
d Tweed Carpet 
Texture GEM Low 3 ?,~ .49, ·!9, • 99 
Member Price 
t that will en- Friends will admire your I 
k
. "' carpe 1 y lovel y new d r apes , be 
A rich- oo mo . your home . -
GEM low 
Member Price 
mom m . f decoc· ama"d at how little they hanoo any L toxtuco m ' " co" you! A wide · and · 
ion and Sup" wondedul '<lec6 on! a tor colors! ont 7-6124 ~~~~--~~~!..!_~~H~~e:_=.-_!f~R~e:_:m:.,::.:.:_ ___ :RPI:T: • 4B" Drapery l inins ...... . 6J yd, in Your om 
CARPI:Ts AND DRAPES 
from one of the nat;on's finest and largest makers 
Brand New, Factory Fresh MD.7 NYLON Ti 
SEE HOW 
MUCH You Save 
on NYlON MD-7 
Tube Type 
Tires 
at sa,ings that speak far thernsel,es! 6.7ox rs 
Tube Type 
Black Sidewalls 7.Jox rs 11 t Tube Type 
Black Sidewalls 
*plus excise tax and recapp able tire 
MOUNTED FREE at the GEM Tire and 
Battery Service Station! 
rices so low on b I Tires ? When have you se~n p NYLON Tu e ess 15 Qua
bty 8 00 x 14 Tubeless Super 1397* • Biack Sidewalls .................... . 7 50 x 14 Tubeless 70 x 15 Tubeless 1 ~ 
• Biack Sidewalls...... • :iack Sidewalls.. . ........... . 
• 8.50 x 14 Tubeless ........... 1682" 60 x 15 Tubeless 1' 
Black Sidewalls ........ • ~iack Sidewalls ................ . 
710 x 15 Tubeless 1544" 'o'" ••d•• '" 
• siack Sidewalls....... '""Po•bl· ''" 
vings Bonus for Spring! 
Just look at the Won derful sa vings your 
Me mbership card entitles you to! Th ese 
ore not recaps, or secon ds, but first qual-
ity, famous brand nylon tires, priced lower 
th an most rayons elsewhere! 
Member Savings on 
P...,.,iu., Quanry Passenger rube 
e 6.00 X 16 GEM I 
• s.1o x 1s, i.'iiix .. if .. isox .. i4 ............... ,1.
9
6 
• 7.60x 15, B.SOx 14 .. .. ........... _ · 
.............................. 2. 
*plus excise tax 
"'- fffJeifection 
et4e/f 
GEM (jj)ia~ond 
n you buy a GEM diamond you 
the wonderful confidence of 
fing you have bought the very 
t that money can buy! Every 
[ diamond is guaranteed in writ-
m the three essentials of quality : 
ly, the degree of perfection ; 
·, the best shade of blue/white·; 
~g, optimum proportion! Yet, 
cs to direct buying and GEM 
handising, you get your flawless 
: diamond for less! 
~~~(;~~--~~~--- - · · · 895°0* 
· diamond rings and 6950* 
1bles from.......... ..... .... -
*Plus Fed. Tax 
nher! You may trade your GEM 
~d in on a better se t at any time 
et your full purchase value, IN-
ING TAX! 
JEWELRY DEPARTMENT 
GEM Diam on d Is Cut 
)ptimum Proportion 
When l ight enters • proper-
ly cut diamond , it is re-
flened from facet co facet 
and comes back through the 
cop in a rainbow blaze. 
In a stone that is coo deep , 
much of the light is reflect-
ed to opposite facets at the 
wrong angle co return 
through the rop and so is 
lost through the sides. 
In a shallow scone, much of 
the light is lost as it fails 
ro be reflecred at all and 
" Jeaks" out che boccom. 
Spring I Just Around the Corner . . . f s Ar J---- a Few o Here e v•• GEM' 
rkable Savings on s 
sp;rting Goods 
Leather Golf Shoes 
for men or women 
• Five Irons! 
• Two Woods, Bag! 
Any golfer will recog-
nize immediately the 
big GEM saving on this 
quality set! Matched 
clubs, step· down shaft, 
perforated grip! 
GEM Price 
A terrific saving! Full leath-
er brown moccasin golf shoes 
have removable spikes! 
Leather Baseball Shoes 
GEMLow 492 
Member Pri ce 
Full leather with metal cleats, 
priced at less than 5.00 ! Men's 
and boy's sizes. 
Zebco Rod and Reel Set 
GEMLow 496 
Member Price 
Beginners! Start with 
an amazing GEM saving! . 
See 
GEM's 
Complete 
Selection 
of 
Fishing 
Tacldel 
the finest, the Zebco rod) 
and reel set, priced at 
SPORTING GOODS ___ _ 
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IPM 
Perior Paints s~ 
The finest paint money can bvy is 
available to GEM Members at a price 
you would pay for inferior paints 
elsewherellt's one more reason 
your GEM Membership means 
a higher standard of living for lessl 
IPM Super Ve lo-Tone 
A luxurious, heavy-bodied, latex-type flat 
wall finish that covers with one coat, rolls 
or brushes on like magic! Dramatic odor-
less colors dry quickly! 
IPM Floor Ena mel 
Easily applied, dries to an exceptionally 
high gloss with long wearing finish! Per· 
feet for concrete, wood or porch floors, in 
popular colors! 
IPM Synex Satin Gloss 
Gives a soft, odorless sheen to your kitchen, 
bathroom, or woodwork! Retains newly-
painted look for 15 years, resists marring, 
washes easily! 
GEM Low 
Member Price 
GEM Low 
Member Price 
GEM Low 
Member Price 
Paint Accessories ••• Save on Eachl 
GEM low 
Member Price 
• 3Y2" Nylon Wall Brus~ ............. .......... 1.74 
• 9" Nylon Bearing Paint Roller ... .86 
• 240 Sq. Ft. Kraft Paper Drop Strips.. . . .78 
• Durham's Rock Hard Water Putty. .26 
• Razor Blade Scraper . . . . . . . . . .19 
• Darts Hand Cleaner, 8 oz •.... .. .. ...... ... ... .. • 29 
5200 Smith Road 
Denver I 6, Colorado 
DUdley 8-5631 PAID 
Denver, Colora 
Permit No. n 
Form 3547 Requeste• 
paint u1 
fix u1 
wit 
d 
fine~ 
painj 
monE 
can bu1 
7" Paint Tray cmd Roller Set 
:,,_ .67 
A ional aid that does 
so DUiCii, coets so little I Uee 
with any p,int or enamel for 
a smm>th, perfected finish! 
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EXHIBIT XII I 
A DISTRIBUTOR BOLDS A WAREHOUSE SALE 
WE'VE REALI Y SLA 
All THIS MERCHANL 
TO USE THESE VALUES , 
tr TERRIFIC VALUE! 
~w~ 
WASHER DRYER 
Sl29 95 FORMER LIST $)19.95 FORMER LIST • 
SALE PRICE SALE PRICE $124.97 $129.97 
~~,. AIITolfATic ~ W:~ DEFRosr ,0.!~?!~:ATfJR REFR~~f~A TOR 
SALE PR1~95 •o•.., .. "" •Ji9.9s ·~ 
$120.00 SAL£ PRICE 
$1Bo.o0 ~w~ 
AIR . CONDITIONERS 
3/4 H. P. 1 H p CONSOLE 
99 
95 ~ 
. . 714 so FORMER LIST $2 • 
FORMER LIST $ • SALE PRICE 
SALE PRICE 575 OO 5120.00 . 
€i!JtJJ£:.1 ..... 1 .... A a • - . 
Substantial I) 
EVERY DEALER ATTENDING 
MAY BUY AN RCA VICTOR 
RADIO AT LESS THAN HALF 
PRICE ! 
a 521.95 Radio 
for $9.95 
A Few Freight 
Damaged Units 
!JJML 
FIRST COME 
RCA 
VICTOR 
BLACK & WHITE TV 
COLOR TV 
STEREO 
RECORD PLAYERS 
RADIOS 
ALL MERCHANDISE, PRICI 
BUYER'S 
Over $100,00 
LOOK INSIDE FOR SAMPLE 
---..... ftl\.r GAS 40" 
FORMER LIST $249.95 
SAlE PRICE 
$119.97 
30" 
FORMER LIST $214.95 
SAlE PRICE 
$109.97 
@)W~ 
VACUUM O\SPOS£R 
Cl£AN£R FORMER LIST S69.9S 
FORMER LIST 5119.95 SAL£ PR91(7£ 
SAL£ PRICE S)l. 
sso.oo 
COFFEE 
AND 
DONUTS 
ADMISSION BY IDENTIFIC 
BECAUSE THIS UNUSUAL SALE WILL TAKE PLACE Rl 
YOUR COOPERATION IN PRESENTING THE IDENTIFI 
ENTER BY Rl 
IMPORT ANT - PLEASE NOTE ! ouR AU£ 
THEREFORE, ALL CLEARANCE MERCHANDISE MUST 
ANOTj 
Certain Item 
No Rec 
HE EASTERN COMPANY 
END OF FISCAL YEAR 
DISTRIBUTOR 
ARE HOUSE 
CLEARANCE 
ONE DAY ONLY 
WEDNESDAY~ MARCH 2.3rd 
8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. 
rtJT in our showroom, but actually in OUR 
WN WAREHOUSE 
, THE PRICES ON 
,ERE'S YOUR CHANCE 
'JUR WAREHOUSE SALE! 
rou have never seen before ! 
@ww,oot 
WASHER. DRYER COMB. 
FORMER LIST 
. SSJ9.95 SAlE PRICE $250 00 
VICTOR Slf.lf.O 
RC\pf.f.D ~UtOM~t\C 4 torAPlEl£ 
Slli PR\ti $49.95 
RCA VICTOR 
BLACK &. WHITE T-V 
21" CONSOLE 
FORMER LIST 
5309.95 
SALE PRICE $18 9. 9 7 
BLA~~~ ~ICTOR 
~ST SERVED 1 • 
RCA '- \"t 
Whlnl.poot " ~ 
It I WASHERS 
1 DRYERS 
REFRIGERATORS AND FREEZERS 
GAS AND ELECTRIC RANGES 
VACUUM CLEANERS 
DISPOSERS 
DISHWASHERS ~ 
A Few Showroom 
Samples ... 
;ED AND AVAILABLE FOR 
:TION!!! 
for $55,000! 
rH ESE FABULOUS VALUES II 
:t.T" r - ... • t; ,... \1 
ABLEMoo •- ~ 
FOR EL 
MER Ltsr $32 
SALE PRICE $15Q9.9s 
.oo 
RCA VICTOR STEREO 
PHONO COMBINA liON 
FORMER LIST S229.9S 
SAL£ PRICE $95.00 
THESE ARE 
JUST SAMPLES-
COME AND SEE 
ALL THE OTHER 
VALUES 
TAG ONLY (see back page) 
WAREHOUSE, WE MUST ASK 
TO PREVENT UNAUTHORIZED ENTRANCE. 
; ROOM DOOR 
START INVENTORY ON TUESDAY, MARCH 29th • 
BY MONDAY, MARCH 28th • THIS IS DEFINITE! 
PLUS!!! 
Be Auctioned Off I 
~ Bids Refused. 
· · · · · · ·u!D6D ······sa A 
i i SBnOH M:J:I Y Nl 
BY:JA lSY1 010S SliN·n 
................................................................................... -. 
IDENTIFICATION TAG 
I AM AN AUTHORIZED RCA VICTOR 
AND/OR RCA WHIRLPOOL DEALER 
NAME OF DEALER _________ _ 
ADDRESS __________ _ 
MY NAME IS __________ _ 
THIS IS YOUR ADMITTANCE TICKET, 
TEAR OUT AND BRING WITH YOU. 
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1. Mr. Oscar Anderson, Whirlpool Corporation, St. Joseph, Michigan. 
2. Mr. Edward Bass, Bass Electric, Boston, Massachusetts. 
3. Mr. Joseph Berkowitz, Avenue TV, Dorchester, Massachusetts. 
4. Mr. John Crouse, Whirlpool Corporation, St. Joseph, Michigan. 
5. Mr. Joseph Cunningham, The Eastern Coapany, Caabridge, Massachusetts. 
6. Mr. Saa Freedaan, Partner, Government EMployees Mart, Denver, Colorado. 
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7. Mr. Leonard Goldstein, Government Eaployees Mart, Denver, Colorado. 
8. Mr. Cy Greene, Government Employees Mart, Denver, Colorado. 
9. Mr. Jack Katzen, Radio Shack, Inc., Boston, Massachusetts. 
10. Mr. Milton Segel, Vice President, Ela Farm Supermarkets, Boston, 
Massachusetts. 
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